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ABSTRACT

This environmental education program deals with man's
impact on the barrier beach. The program contained in the guide is
developed around the following nine questions: (1) What is a
definition of the eco`system being investigated?; (2) What are some of
the biotic and abiotic features of the ecosystem and how do these
features interrelate?; (3) Where are some specific locations of the
ecosystem being investigated?; (4) What biotic and abiotic features
in the ecosystem have changed and are undergoing change?; (5) What
are the natural factors causing change in the ecosystem and how have
they been brought about?; (6) What are the man-made factors causing
change in the ecosystem and how have they been brought about?; (7)
What are the results of changes?; (8) What, if any, new changes are
needed in the ecosystem?; and (9) How might these needed changes to
the ecosystem be brought about? Following the inquiry questions is a
section of learning activities, whiCh also includes resources,
evaluation strategies, and teacher suggestions. The final section,
teacher comments, is material which will help initiate and implement
this program in to the existing curriculum. (Author/TK)
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What biotic and abiotic features in the ecosystem have changed and are undergoing Change?

What are the natural factors ca ising change in the ecosystem and how have they been brought about?

IV

V.

What are the results of the changes?
A. Beneficial? .
B. Detrimental?

X.

How might these needed changes to the ecosystem be brought about?

VIII. What, if any, new changes are needed in the ecosystem?

VII,

4

VI. What are the man-made factors causing change in the e osystem and how have they been bibught about?

Where are some specific locations of the ecosystem being investigated?

III.

What are some of the biotic and abiotic features of the ecosystem and how do these features interrelate?

What is a definition of the ecosystem being 'iivestigated?

Inquiry Questions for Investigating
Change in an Ecosystem

MAN'S IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT

READ/COMPARE,

.

I. Have students read SC # 5
and other sources for a definition
to barrier beach.
2. Have students compare
their class' definition to the ones
found in SC # 5 and other sources.
3. Through class discussion
have students make any necessary
changes in 'their definition.

C.

on one definition.

Through class discussion, decide

B.

DECIDE

-

.

,1

C. REAWCOMPARE
I. SC # 5, .p. 25
2. Dictionaries,
encyclopedias, science text, books

B. DECIDE

'

Inquiry Question:
I. What is a definition of the ecosystem being investigated?
Resources
Learning-Activities
Investigation # 1:
A. VIEW/DISCUSS
A. VIEW /DISCUSS
i
Student Comment
1. Divide class into small
(SC) # 's 1-4, pages
groups.
21-24 2. Have each group view SC
#'s 1-4 and then deVelop a written
definition of a barrier beach.
3. Place each group's definition on chalkboard.
"

A. VIEW /DISCUSS

Teacher Suggestions

.

.

Use TC # 3, p. 97

C. READ /COMPARE

B. DECIDE
Use TC # 3, page 97

.1.

.

,

DECIDE

C.

-

,.

REAID/COMPARE

See TC # 2,, p.95 for setting
up large group discussion

B.

beach.

-

1.
1. Collect each
Place Inquiry Ques-tion on chalkboard.
group's definition
2. See Teacher Comand evaluate contents'
2. Allow one
ment (TC) # 1, page 93
3. TC #4, p. 98 for
class to compare
definitions with other setting up small group discussion.
class working on the
4. TC #6, page 101,
same assignment.
3. Use SC # 6.
gives some background to
the formation of a barrier
p* 26

A. VIEW /DISCUSS

Evaluation

.

1.

REPORT

1.

DIAGRAM

.

1.

.

Have each student diagram
the beach, showing the four major
zones.
2. Allow students to review
..
SC # 7, if necessary.

D.

2.

Have class revise its description of the beach if necessary.

Have each student read

READ/REVISE

SC # 7.

C.

1.

Each group reports to
class its description of th'e beach
2. Have class discuss all
reports and reach a consex.sus
description.

B.

beach)

2. Have each group discuss
and note the 'general nature of
beaches including these ideas:
--composition
--topography (structure of the

groups.

Divide class into small

DIAGRAM

SC # 7, p. 28

D.

\

.

READ/REVISE

REPORT

SC # 7, p. 28

C.

B.

DISCUSS

A.

A.

DISCUSS

Resources

Learnin: Activities
Investigation # 2:

J

,,

Inquiry Question:
l
I. What is a definition of the ecosystem being investigated?
.v

.`

Collect diagrams 0
and evaluate.

D. DIAGRAM

.

C. READ/REVISE

B. REPORT

A. DISCUSS

Evaluation

.

.

.,

:

REPORT-

DISCUSS

.

READ/REVISE

,

D.

.

,

,

DIAGRAM
,

Emphasis should be placed
on the importance of the fourth
zone which includes the dune
line.

C.

.

Record of description should
be kept for future review.

B.

A.

,

Teacher Suggestions

.

I.

-

2. Have each group view slides
#1-10 and list-all biotic and abiotic
features seen. List in two separate
columns:
.
Column A--Abiotic
Column B--Biotic

Divide class into small

VIEW/ LIST

,groups.

B.

.

VIEW:LIST
Slides #1-10, pl 110
B.
.

i

.,___

.

..

1

§Q-,t 6, 10.26

.

B. VIEW2.1.4IST

.

Additional films show-

\

,,

Inc. , New(York, 1966, pp.
66-70
,

b. This filth is
# 8-297 in the Brevard County
Film Library. ,
2. Read for' background
data:
The Life of the Seashore,
William Amos, MtGraw-Hill,

Forest".

may supplem,ent this section.
a. One pos'sibility is
"Succession- -Sand Dune to

Ong biotic and ab,

relationships on the,
e,bariier beach

1.

VIEW/LIST

ing not
B.

.

A-from the Greek, mean-

°

Inquiry Question:
II. What are some of the biotic and abiotic features of the ecosystem and how do these feastures interrelate?
Teacher Sufi:. estions
Evaluation
Resources
Learning Activities
Investigation # 1
A. DISCUSS
A. DISCUSS
A. DISCUSS
A.- DISCUSS
-, _1. Biotic-all things living
TC # 3, p. 97
1. In class discussion, deteror recently living
mine meanings of biotic and abiotic.
Abiotic-all things non,
2. Discuss meaning of root
.
living
word - bio and prefix ...._
a.
2. Bio-from the Greek,
bios meaning life.

One student from each
group illustrates on the chalkboard
a relationship found in the barrier
beach.
2. Through discussion of illustration, guide students to an
understanding of biotic/abiotic
relationships.

1.

DISCUSS

4

E. DEMONSTRATE/

E.

1.

DEMONSTRATE/DISCUSS

D. DIAG RA MY'

Er-PrAIN

DIAGRAM/EXPLAIN

Have each group select an
item from Column A and Column B
and realistically relate the two by
diagramming the relationship existing between the abiotic and biotic
features.
2. Make a short written explanation of,how and why -organisms
relate to their abiotic environment.

D.

DNSTRATE7
DISCUSS

TC # 3, p. 9'T

E. DI.

1.

Have groups exchange diagrams and
explanations to review and question.
2. Collect diagrams'
and written explanations for evaluation.

1.

kseries of these cor-

DIAGRAM /EXPLAIN

E.

DISCUSS

DEMONSTRATE/

relations may better show the
student the interrelationship
of biotic and abiotic features.
2. TC # 7 may be used
for extra credit' by, students
interested in seeing.a det0 tied
relationship between biotic
and abiotic features in the
barrier beach.

D.DIAGRAM/EXPLAIN D.

Inquiry Question:
II. What are some of the biotic and abiotic features of the ecosystem' and how do these features interrelate?
Teacher Su estions
Evaluation
Resources
Learning Activities
C. REVIEW
.C. REVIEW
C. REVIEW
C. REVIEW
Encourage students to
1.
3, p.
Have groups exchange lists
1.
backup changes with reasons.
and check that each item'is properly
2. Place final master list
categorized.
on
chalkboard.
2. Have class discussion on
any questionable items and then
make one master list (Columns A
and B) for entire class.

LOCATE

B.

VIEW

.

..

)

Place evaluated and corrected maps
on bulletin board and allow class
to look over them for barrier beach -(
es found in other states.

C.

e

--Louisiana
--New Jersey
.
--New York
--North Carolina
--Texas'
2., Have each group sketch the
outline of their state and locate examples of barrier beaches.
3. Label appropriate bodies
of water, 'land masses and major
cities which aid in describing the
location of barrier beaches.

--Florida

.

Divide students into small
1.
groups and allow each group to select one of the following states to
investigate:

:

es.

locations of various barrier beach-

LOCATE

Roadmaps

C.

tion.

VIEW

5

from local service
stations are good
sources of informa-

2.

maps

1: Atlases, encyclopedias, reference text books, wall

B.

-_,

C. VIEW

,

Collect maps
and evaluate.
2. SC # 6, p. 26
1.

B. LOCATE

Inquiry Question:
III. Where are some specific locations of the ecosystem being investigated? .
Evaluation
Resources
Learning Activities
_
Investigation # 1:
A. READ
A. READ
A. 'READ
Have students read SC '# 8 and note SC # 8, p. 29

LOCATE

READ

.

VIEW

This activity of reviewing
maps can also be done by
simply circulating completed
sketches among the small'
groups.

C.

..

Return any maps in error and
ask far corrections.

B.

A.

Teacher Suggestions

LOCATE

D.

LGCATE

D. LOCATE

,

..

1.

,

.

6

1,

Collect all maps and
1. Chambers of
Make another bulletin
evaluate.
Commerce
and
serboard. Display and show map'S of
vice stations can prothe Brevard County area.
vide maps.
Have
each
student
view
the
2.
2. SC it 9, p. 30
bulletin board and then locate and
label barrier beaches on the outline map of Brevard County (SC
,
# 9)..
\
3. Mark bodies of water, land
masses, and major cities which
aid in describing the location of
the barrier beach.

D.

Inquiry Question:
M. Where are some specific lo.cations of the ecosystem being investigated?
Evaluation
Resources
Learning Acpvities

Referencto these

LOCATE
1.

.

-

,

.

.

maps maytbe made as later
SC's are read. e
2. If possi ble and de,sirable, take a field trip to
one of the local harrier beach
locations.,

D.

Teacher'Suestions

O

VIEW/COMPARE
p. 110
2,

SC #'s 10 -14,

A. VIEW /COMPARE
1. Slides 11-20,

TREAD/LIST

Have groups read SC #'s

DISCUSS

In large group discussion, ha ''e
students decide on a general answer to the Inquiry Question by
using the lists they compiled in
activities B and C.

D.

2. Discuss and list the
biotic and abiotic changes taking
place in each article.

15-18.

1.

In small groups, have students discuss and list the abiotic and biotic,
changes that most likely took place
between time periods.

C.

.

DISCUSS

B.

*

, 1, over the years.

visual shots of Brevard beaches
and note any differences or changes
that appeared to have occurred

N

D. , DIS., JSS

39

7

SC #T137-18, p. 36-

DISCUSS

C. READ/LIST

R.

p. 31-35
slides 11-20
Have
ancients
view
SC's
3.
10-14 (pictures).
4. Have students compare the

1. Divide class into small
groups.
2. Have all groups view

A.

DISCUSS

TC # 3, p. 07

D.

lists and evaluate.
2. SC # 6, p. 26

C. READ/LIST
1. Collect copy of

and evaluate.
2. SC # 6, p. 26

B. DISCUSS
I. Collect lists

e

A. VIEW/COMPARE

VIEW/COMPARE

D.

C.

.

.

I

,DISCUSS

tl

READ/LIST

'DISCUSS

1. TC # 8, p. 107 gives
probable, changes and causes
for the conditions shown in
the slides.
2. Copies could be
shoNyn on bulletin board or
individual copies could be
,passed around groups.

A.

Inquiry Question:
IV. What biotic and abiotic features in the ecosystem have changed and are undergoing change?
a
Teacher Suggestions
Evaluation
Resources
Learning Activities
Investigation # 1:

1

/

/

REVIEW

.

Students should scan SC

SCAN/LIST

1.

DISCUSS

cti

.

...

/2. Students should then answer
this query:
/ What natural factor Is the one
/
major
cause of change on the bar/
.
beach?
rier

change.

1.

In large group discussion;
have students decide on ,a general
answer to what natural and manmade,' causes have brought about

D.

2. 'Students will discuss and
list apparent causes (natural and
man-made) for the changes noted
in the previous Investigation.

'irl' s 15-18 again.

C.

'Hake students discuss and list apparent causes (natural and manmade) for the changes noted in the
previous Investigation.

z13.._. DISCUEVLIST /

11-20 and SC # 's 10-14 again.

Have small groups review slides

A.

D.

39

.

DISCUSS

..,

,

.

C. SCAN/LIST
SC #'s 15-18, p. 36-

,

B. DISCUSS/LIST

.

A. REVIEW
Slides 11-20, p. 110
SC # 's 10-14 p. 31-35

1.

Collect and

DISCUSS/LIST

4

REVIEW

D.

'

C.

DISCUSS

SCAN/LIST

evaluate lists of
causes.

B.

C7

A.

,

.

REVIEW

DISCUSS

SCAN /LIST

DISCUSSI/LIST

beach.,

on the barrier oeach.

ognize erosion as the major
phenomenon causing change

Undoubtedly st dents will rec-

D.

C.

B.

barrier

selected shots of Brevard's

Slides 11-20 and pictures are

, A.

Inquiry Question: V. What are the natural factors causing change in the ecosystem and how have they been
. brought about? VI. What are the man-made factors causing change in the ecosystem and -1..w
they
been brought about?
hayr
Resources
Evaluation
Learnitiz Activities
Teacher Sugestions
Investigation #T.:
'

READ

DISCUSS

Have each group read answers to
class and then decide on a consensus.

F.

--How does man 'Cause erosion?

in small groups, write answers to
thesetwo questions:
--How does nature cause
erosion?

Students should read SC # 20 and

E.

READ

F.
DISCUSS

SC # 20, p. 4)

E.

9

READ

DISCUSS

TC-# 3, p. 97

F.

SC # 6, p. 26

E.

DISCUSS

READ

List consensus on chalkboard

F.

E.

Inquiry Question: v. What are, the natural factors causing change in the
tem and how have then been
brought about? VI. What are \the man-made factors causing change
e ecosys -tem and'how have they
been brou ht about?
Learnin 'Activities
Resources
Evalu
n
Teacher Su estione

PREPARE

PLAN

`

4

2. Allow time for students to
research the two issues.
a. 'Review library materials.
b. Collect current news
articles on similar subjects.

of possiblterviewees.

1.

Have students make plans
to interview a person who closely
resembles the role they have chosen 'to play.
a. Questions like the ones
in SC # 25 should be asked of the
interviewer.
b. SC # 26 contains a list

B.

2.

Have students review SC #
24 and choose which community
role they would like to play.

on Resolution 1.
c. SC # 23 for background
on Resolution 2.

1.

Have students read:
a. SC # 21 for an overview
of the simulation.
b. SC # 22 for background

A.

tion.
SC 0 21,

SC # 22,

2.

PREPARE.1.

SC # 23,
SC #'. 24,

4.

PLAN
B.

A.'

PLAN

PREPARE

i

,

1.

10

-

SC # 25, p. 49 Individual lists of
reasons and evidence
2. SC # 26,
could be collected and
p. 50
evaluated.
3. Vertical file
of news
clippings
,

B.

p. 48

p. 46

3.

p. 45

p. 44

A.

VII. ''What are the results of the changes?
A. Beneficial?
: D- e -Ital?
Evaluation
Learnin: Activities
Resources
Investigation # 1:
"County Commission" - A Simula-

Inquiry Questior :

PLAN

Add

1

1.
Inter iews should
be conducted a ter school
hours.
2. SC # 5 contains
only suggested questions;
allow students o compose
questions they desire.
3. A seiarate set of
questions shou d be designed
about the dune oad issue.
4. Enco rage students
to talk with pe ple they know
personally.
5. If students wish,
after reasons have been outlined, allow tl4m to form

B.

nity.

2.

ny roles necessary to repr sent a cross
section of your local comma-

environment.

uses of the barrier beach

to have students review, debate, and decide on two mock
resolutions dealing with the
detrimental and beneficial

1.

-

t,

PREPARE
"County Commission" is a simulation devised
A.

,

Teacher Suggestions

:

PLAY

en:ations, the c.P.;mmissioners will
discuss the evidence presented,
list advantages/disadvantages on
the chalkboard, and take a.final
vote on the resolution.
4. The same order-b-f-events
should be taken for the second resolution (dune road).

ing to order, read one resolution
and call on each commissioner for
an initial position statement.
2. Next,' each citizen, or
citizen's group will give its position and reasons on the resolution.
3. Following the citizen pres-

1.

Have chairman of the
County Commission call the ieet-

C.

C. PLAY

Inquiry Question: VII. What are the results of the changes?
A. Beneficial?
B. Detrimental?
Resources
Learning Activities
3. Outline reasons and evidence for position on resolutions.
ing.

and plan group action for
county commissioner's meet-

Teacher Suggestions

groups of similar interest

before the cou ty commission.
2. Delibe ations of the
commissioner hould be done
in front of the ntire class.

PLAY
C.
C. PLAY
1. Arran e c;.asqroom
Evaluate all "players'
on their presentations to simulate a p blic hearing

Evaluation

Read SC # 28 and note th

p. 91
4.

3.

p. 53

1.

DISCUSS

LIST

List on chalkboard any consensus
reached.

D.

about specific problems of the Apple
gate Case. (SC # 29)

In class discussion, have a group
representative give its list and discuss good/bad points of jetties. Tal

C.

2.

Ask each group to list the
advantages /disadvantages of building jetties for a port like Port
Canaveral.

Divide class into small

LIST

groups

B.

4. Study carefully SC # 29, and
note the problems and apparent
causes presented in the Applegate
Case.

al.

D.

C.

B.

LIST

DISCUSS

I

SC # 29,

SC # 40,

LIST

milk importance of Port Canaver- p. 54

Canaveral.
3. Read SC # 40 to see eco-

particular effects of jetties on P rt

2.

VII.

12

26

p.

D.

1

LIST

,

TC # 3, p. 97

C. DISCUSS

2.

Collect and
evaluate lists.

LIST
SC # 6,
1.

B.

What are the results of the changes?
A. Beneficial?
B. Detrimental?
Evaluation
Resources
Learning Activities
Investigation # 2:
E126-D
A.
A. READ
A. READ
1. SC # 27,
1. Have students read SC # 27
p. 52
and note the purpose for building
2. SC # 28,
"jetties-.

Inquiry Question:

;

READ 's

D.

C.

B.

LIST

DISCUSS

LIST

,

Students may w sh to. contact
Today newspaper for action
taken on the Applegate Case
after May 6, 19 3.

A.

Teacher Su: estions

,

Have all students read

DISCUSS

a. SC # 31
b. SC # 32
c. SC # 33
d. SC # 34
e. SC # 35

1.

B.

,:.

.

DISCUSS

I

13

SC # 31-35,

SC # 30,

P. 74-83

2.

p. 62

C. ILLUSTRATE
C. ILLUSTRATE
1. Have students select at
least one way of controlling beach
damage to illustrate.
2. Students may make simple
sketches, collect magazine/newspaper pictures, or take photographs
of local examples.

1.

Have students discuss and
describe the various articles read.
2. List any additional ideas
for reducing destru Lion to the
barrier beach.

B.

3.

Have each student read any
one of the following:

SC # 30.

2.

groups.

1.5iv ide class into small

DISCUSS

2.

p. 40

tion.
SC # 19,

strations for evalua-

C. ILLUSTRATE
1. Collect illu-

SC # 6, p. 26

B.

.

Inquiry Question:
VIII. What, if any, new changes are needed in the ecosystem?
Evaluation
Resources
Learning Activities
Investigation # 1:
A. READ
A. READ
A. READ

ILLUSTRATE

display.

1.

TC # 5, P. 100

Illustrations could
be used for a bulletin board

C.

DISCUSS

READ

Encourage stu ents to be
creative and th ughtful when
proposing way to reduce
beach destruct on.

B.

A.

Teacher Su estions

DISCUSS

Why?

for the local barrier beach?

do you think would be best

2.

Record any consensus on
the chalkboard.

1.

In class disLsiont have
students consider the following:
What methods of erosion

E.

I

;

for a presentation to the entire
class.
2. Photographic feats may
also be presented.
^--

E.
.

DISCUSS
.

,

14

DISCUSS

.

TC 4 3, p. 97

E.

.

.

Inquiry Question:
VIII. What, if any, new changes are needed in the ecosystem?
Learning Activities
Resources
Evaluation
D. PLAN 'PRESENT
D. PLAN/PRESENT D. PLAN/PRESENT
1. If students come up with
unusual and provocative suggestions, allow them to make plans

DISCUS'

PLAN/lio'RESENT

.

.

Ask students to consider the
ecological, po itical, and
social facets t their suggestrons.

E.

D;

Teacher SuFestions

1

1.

Show students the film

SHOW FILM/DISCUSS

- -To, whom will the California
plan apply ?

--What is the California method of controlling any future changes
in its coastline region?
--How extensive an area will
the California plan cover?

.
C. READ/ANSWER
1. Divide class into small
groups.
2. Have students read SC #
37 and answer the following questions:

Treasure Island.
I
2. Discuss methods used 0
restore beach.

B.

diagram the major steps through
which the Corps of Engineers go
to develop a beach restoration pro-.
ject.

1

SC # 37, p. 88

.

15

C. READ/ANSWE.R

Treasure
Island is loaned free
of charge.

32201.
2.

.film, write to Army
Corps of Engineers,
Public Affaris Office,
P. 0. Box 4970,
Jacksonville, FL

2.

uate.

SC # 6, p. 26

answers are required, collect and eval-

ti

C. READ/ANSWER
1. If written

DISCUSS

To ;borrow

DISCUSS

1.

B. SHOW FILM/

Collect diagrams and
evaluate.

A. READ/DIAGRAM

Evaluation

B. SHOW ',FILM/

Learning Activities
Resources
Investigation # 1: .
A. READ/DIAGRAM
A. READ/DIAGRAM
Have students read SC # 36 and then SC #76,7785

Inquiry Question:
.IX. How might these needed changes to the ecosystem be brought about?

.:(

READ/ANSWER

Look for news articles dealing with other 4tates and
their land use planning. Offer
these articles t,b students as
additional efforts for controlling coastline d1evelopment.

C.

SHOW FILM/DISCUSS

Film is in color and 'running
time is about eight (8) minutes

B.

READ/D GRAM
TC # 9, p. 109 shows the
major steps fo developing
a Corps of Engineers beach
restoration prolject.
A.

Teacher Sugsestions

READ/DISCUSS

^t

Have students read SC # 38 and
discuss in class the following
question:
How does this local governmental agency (Ponce Inlet Port
Authority) plan to solve their local
erosion problem?

E.

group's answers to the questions.
Special emphasis should be placed
on the last question.

D.

DISCUS
In class diSicussion, consider each

i

--What arguments can be made
for both sides in the public vs. private rights, issue of the state con t'olled coast development?

state?

Learning Activities
--What evidence is there to
show this California effort is supported by the residents of that

.4.

.

DISCUSS

16

E. READ/DISCUSS
SC # 38, p. 89

D.

Resources

1

.

(

TC # 3, p.

97

E. READ/DISCUSS

:re # 3, 'p. 97

D.i. DISCUSS

Evaluation

IInquiry Question:
IX. How might these needed changes to the ecosysteni be brought about?

1.

Data n beach ero-

READ / DISCUSS'

Robert . Murkshe
961 S. B evard.Ave.

Control Advi-

mmi.ssion.

e for the Bre-

to problem erg sion.

d discussion,
s these were
only governmc tal approaches

Beach Erosior
sory Committi
yard County C
2. To e
remind studen
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Inquiry Question:
IX. How might these needed changes to the ecosystem be brought about?
Evaluation
Resources
Learnin: Activities
F. WRITE/DISCUSS
F. WRITE/ DISCUSS
F. WRITE/DISCUSS
Major
developers
in
1. Have asTiair committee of
students write to major land devel- Florida include the
rapers inquiring into their ecologi- following:
--Amelia Island
cal considerations made when buildPlantation, Ameling in beach areas.
is Island, Fl.
2. Have students read and dis-

WRITE/DISCUSS

2.
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This Activity is an
attempt to show how private
business can bi ing about
changes in the cosystem.

ing.

.

local builders q;) speak to the
class on what e.o1ogical considerations the take in build-
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If lettvrs are not
answered, arrange for some

F,

Teacher Suggestions

PLAN

1.

,

Pretend another referendum
for a beach erosion control tax,
will be held in two months.
2. Make plans for convincing
people to vote either for or against
the tax.
3. Possible activities include:
--Making posters
-:.Writing speeches
--Writing bumper stickers
--Writing radio/television
announcements
...
--Creating bill boards
-- Mapping out a door to door
canvassing route and questions.
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results from what the voters did?

.

.

B. PLAN
.
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could be collected
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B. PLAN

Inquiry Question:
IX. How might these needed changes to the ecosystem be brought about?
Learning Activities.
Resources
Evaluation
Investigation # 2:
A. READ/DISCUSS
A. READ/DISCUSS
A. READ/DISCUSS
1. Divide class into small
SC # 39, p. 90
SC #'6, p. 26
groups.
2. Have students read SC #391.
and discuss the following questions:
--What did the public do?
--What might be some reasons
for what they did?
--What are possible harmful
.
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If interest seems to be high
and it appears feasible, go
beyond the classroom to conduct this mock referendum.
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Inquiry Question.

Have each group report to class
their list and have class make a
summary statement on biinging
about changes as it relates to' the

F.

involved in bringing about needed
changes to help save the beaches
and list the suggestions.

In small groups, discuss other
ways individuals/groups may be
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vote.

D. VOTE
1. Take a class vote on the
beach erosion control tax.
2. Analyze the results of the

issues as they arise.
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1. Lists may be
collected and evaluated.

D. VOTE
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Inquiry Question:
DC: How might these needed changes to the ecosystem be brought about?
Evaluation
Learning Activities
Resources
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C. PRESENT/DISCUSS
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DISCUSS
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STUDENT COMMENTS
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STUDENT COMMENT NO.
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1: View of a Barrier Beach
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STUDENT COMMENT NO. 2: View of a Barrier Beach
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STUDENT COMMENT'NO.
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River

Barriei Beach
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River

Lagoon

Sea

Diagram of Barrier Beach
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STUDENT COMMENT NO.
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0-1

Diagram of Offshore Bar (Barrier Beach)
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(2)

(1)

5
:

Possible Definitions of Barrier Beach

.1%
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--Ramsey, William L. , Raymond A. Buckley, Clifford R.
Phillips, Frank M. Watenpaugh, Modern Earth Science,
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. , N. Y. , 1973.

--Namov,ritz, Samuel N. , Donald B. Stone, Earth Science:
The World We Live In, American Book Company, N. Y. ,
1969, p. 312-313, 650.
An offshore sand bar which has been built up by wave action depositing sand to a height above
mean sea level.

"An offshore bar or barrier beach is a sand bar that runs parallel to a straight shoreline and is
nowhere attached to it. ... An offshore bar protects the shallow water on its landward side from
wind and waves. This area of quiet water between the bar ^rid the mainland is a lagoon. "

--Thompson, Henry D. , Fundamentals of Earth Science ,
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc. , N. Y. , 1960, p. 258.

the waves break in-shallow water some distance from shore. These are common along the Atlantic
coast (Daytona Beach, Cocoa Beach, Cape Canaveral, etc. ). Breakers pile up the sand offshore on
the shallow, sandy bottom and form long sand bars.

A barrier beach, often referred to as an offshore bar, is a long, ridge parallel to the shore and
separated from it by a.shallow lagoon. These bars are formed in front of the line of breakers where

STUDENT COMMENT NO.

Student Names

Date

Period

Name

:

Small Group Evaluation

Example Forms

.

.

Contribution
of Ideas

,

Participation
Cooperation

.

Conduct

Interest

5 points-Excellent
4 points-Above Average
3 points-Average
2 i-oints-Below Average
1 point -Poor

Scale

Student Evaluation of Small Group Discussion

STUDENT COMMENT NO: 6
EXAMPLE #1

Total

Divide by 5

Average

At a glance, the teacher can estimate the students' evaluations and place a grade at the top right hand corner
of the form.
If a teacher wishes, the captain's or leader's evaluation of each member of the group can be recorded also.

All students in the group should arrange names in the same order. The Small Group leader's names should
be first, and then he/she can possibly decide the order for the rest of the group.
Students should evaluate themselves and the group seriously and confidentially.
Using 5-1 scale, students should complett, each category, add the total and place it in the total column. Then.
arrive at the average, by dividing by five (5 columns),If a fraction remains, include it in the average.
Teacher collects forms, arranges horizontally according to the order of the students' names, with only the
average column showing at the right.

1.

Since the election/selection of group leaders is an honor and a privilege, it also brings a responsibility.
This should be emphasized to the students.
Therefore, the group leader should be given some responsibility. During the Small Group Discussion, he/she
2.
should be aware of all members' contributions.
3. At any time, the teacher may ask for the group,leader's evaluation of the group.
,
4. If the teacher awards participation points, the group leader could evaluate them by giving from 50 to 0 points,
"depending on their contributions.
5. Any number of points could be awarded. This is left up to the discretion of the teacher.
6.
The 5,4, 3, 2,12 method as used in evaluation Example #1 could alsot. 'be applied if a grade is desired.

EXAMPLE #2

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

I

The first factor to consider is the actual composition of the beach: what kind of substance is it made of?
Most beaches are composedof sand, varying in texture from very fine to very coarse. There are two major
sources of materials on'beaches: streams flowing outward from the land, carrying sediment; and the waves
and currents of the ocean, which transport sand. The latter force removes sand as well as depositing it.
Some beaches are composed of other materials, such as mud or stones. Many beaches in New England, for
example, are made. up of rather large stones called "shingle" or "gravel. " Mud beaches occur only where
wave action isavery mild, because the turbulence caused by strong
wave acti n would keep the fine mud par,
ticles in suspension. Where mud beaches do exist, they are generally cov red with marsh grasses.
Another aspect of the beach is its topography: the structure of the la d itself. It can be divided into
four major zones. First is the offshore zone, or the area under the sea beyond the breaker line. Second
is the inshore zone or shoreface, which includes the area from the breaker line to the mean high tide mark.
The third zone is the actual beach or shore itself. This is divided into two sub-zones: the foreshore, which
does contact water during high tides; and the backshore, which is submerged only durint, `'fierce storms.
The backshore usually consists of one or more ledges or levels known as berms, separated by beach scarps
("mini-cliffs"). The fourth zone of the beach is the upland, which includes the major bluff or escarpment
(dune) that protects the inland region. Grass, and sometimes bushes and trees, grow on dunes, and the dunes
become a natural levee against the sea attack. Dunes are the final protection line against the sea, and are
also a savings ban for the storage of sand against a stormy day. The dune line is generally threatened only
by the most intens storms.
--Department of the Artny, Corps of Engineers,
Washington, D. C. , Shore Protection Guide lines, August, 1971

STUDENT COMMENT NO. 7 : What Determines the i4ature of Beaches?
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--Namowitz, Samuel N. , Donald B. Stone,
Earth Science: The World We Live In ,
American Book Company, MY. , 1969,
pp. 312-313.

There are many examples of offshore bars along the coast of the United States fr'm southern Long Island
all the way to Texas. Many of the larger bars in populated areas have become popular bathing resorts, as at
Fire Island and Jones Beach in Long Island and Atlatitic City in New Jersey. To reach an offshore bar, a
lagoon must be crossed, usually by bridges or roads called causeways.
All offshore bars are low and very narrow in comparison with their length. Fire Island is about 30 miles
long but nowhere more than a nine in width. Its greatest heights are those reached by the tops of its sand dunes
--about 30 feet above sea levsel. One offshore bar, Padre Island, runs a hundred miles along the coast of Texas.
Galveston, Palm Beach, Daytona Beach, and Miami Beach are also located On offshore bars.
The lagoon between an offshore bar and the mainland is rarely sb named. Examples are Biscayne Bay between Miami Beach and Miami, Lake Worth between Palm Beach and West Palm Beach, Indian River and
Banana River between Cape Kennedy and the Florida mainland, and Great South Bay between Fire Island and
Long Island, New York. Despite their names, these are all lagoons.

STUDENT COMMENT NO. 8 : Examples of Offshore Bars
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STUDENT COMMENT NO. 9 : Outline Map of Brevard County
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STUDENT COMMENT NO. 10: Lrevard County Beaches (May 1966)
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STUDENT COMMENT NO. 12: Brevard County Beaches (May 1966)
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STUDENT COMMENT. NO. 13: Brevard Cpunty Beaches (May 1966)
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STUDENT COMMENT NO. 14: Brevard County Beaches (May 1966)
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.. Designed to keep vehicles off rest of dunes

The officials have asked C.. Edward Carlson, regional d:.-ector if
the bureau in Atlanta, to personally
examine the area, If possible, and
consider the alternative to closing

vehicles.

Ch
Chappell are attempting to have
road opezied and beach closed to

Local officials, with support of
Wton
conservationlits, U.S. Sens.
, EdRep. WillLa
hur.ters and fishermen, contend the ward Gurney and U. S.
ChileWilliam

including

BUT LOCAL officials and resl-

dents,

IMO would be the case little
Bureau of Sports Fisheries and i
Wildlife in; an efforeto protect dunes roliailikftopen and the beach &wit
from erosflon caused by vehicles and
wOuld be the case if the road is
leftfoot traffic leaving the road to reach left open L..al the beach closed to
the beach'
to vehicles.

The rod was closed by U.

Playalindzi Beach in Brevard County to New; Smyrna Beach in Volusia
despite much controversy.

Dune Road remains closed from

\Dune Roid Closed_ Despite Controversy

STUDENT COMMENT NO. 18

APPROPRIATENESS

ACCURACY

COMPLETENESS.

CLARITY

1.

2.

3.

4.

.

i

,

AREA OF-EVALUATION

Title or Topic

COMMENTS:

40

Is the presentation clear to the viewer?
a. Is the viewer readily able to determine the point or message contained in the presentation?
b. Is the presentation free from unnecessary distractions? (pictures, drawings, etc.
which do not contribute to the purpose?
c. Are the colors and sizes of lines, bars, and/or pictures suitable?
d. In the case of a collage or drawing, is the local point clearly determined?

Does the presentation represent a complete statement or coverage of the subject (is there material or facts omitted which makes the presentation misleading)? If not, where is the presentation lacking?

Are the facts used lh the presentation accurate? If not, where is the inaccuracy?

If the student has had an opportunity to select either the topic or method of his presentation,
is the choice of either or both appropriate to the assignment?

(Total Points)

POINTS

Student's Name

Four areas for the evaluation of visuals are suggested. Each area should be rated by the following scale:
5 pointS-excellent; 4 points-above average; 3 points-average; 2 points-below average; 1 point-poor. Note: part
4, Clarity, has four sub-areas which combine to make the total value for part 4.

STUDENT COMMENT NO. 19: Evaluation Form for Visuals

,
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One of the primary environmental concerns in Brevard County is the problem of beach erosion. Knowledge
of the hatural forces which operate upon the beach and the consequences of man's actions in this area is essential
if this problem is to be solved.
Beach erosion is essentially a simple mathematical equation: if more material is removed from the beach
than istdeposited, erosion is said to have occurred. There are several causes of beach erosion, both natural
and man-made.
The most important force influencing onshore, offshore and alongshore transportation of sand is the breaking wave, or "breaker. " As a wave approaches the shore, it collapses when the depth of water is equal to approximately 1.3 times the height of the wave (e. g. , a wave three feet high would break at a depth of about 4 feet).
When a wave breaks, it's energy is suddenly unleashed, and the turbulent rush of water stirs up materials on the
bottom. The energy is spent as the foaming water surges up the slope into the sea.
Generated by winds at sea, waves affect the beaches in two major ways. Short, steep storm waves tend to
tear the beach down; this is known as erosion or shoreline recession. Long swells from distant storms, however, rebuild beaches by depositing sand. This is known as accretion or prograding. Erosion and accretion
may occur alternately, according to the intensity and frequency of storms, or by seasons, or even in cycles
covering several years.
This force is continually working on the shoreline, but it is generally quite gradual, and of minor importance in the Brevard area.
The second natural form of beach erosion is much more of a threat to Brevard's beaches. This occurs
when the waves break at an angle to the beach. Each wave moves some sznd particles a little further along
the beach. This process is called littoral drift. While the effect of each individual breaker is insignificant,
the curtimlative effect is substantial. Along an uninterrupted expanse of beach, however, the impact is not
noticeaple, because roughly as much sand is deposited as is carried off; an equilibrium exists. The direc-

STUDENT COMMENT NO. 20: Causes of Beach Erosion
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as well.

Hurricanes or other violent storms can have an enormous effect on the beaches. The large, steep waves
gener4ed by such storms carry off much more sand from the beach than ordinary waves. In addition, the
intend winds often create a storm surge which raises the water level enough to threaten the higher parts of
the beach which are rot usually subject to wave action. Man-made structures situated too close to the water
are oftlien demolished, and low-lying areas near the ocean or lagoons and bays are inundated. Storm surges
are m st devastating if the coincide with high tide. The berm or berms of the beach generally bear the
burnt f a violent storm, but they can be overtopped by the steepest waves, exposing the dunes or bluffs in
the upland reaches of the beach to a watery assault. Moreover, as the storm waves erode the berm, its
protective value is reduced, and increasingly more overtopping results. The width of the berm and the
duration of the storm are therefore critical in determining the amount of upland damage the storm can inflict. A gently sloping beach of sufficient height and width is nature's own barrier to hurricanes. No matter how massive the impact of a hurricane, however, the damage to the BEACH itself is repaired by natural
means4.-the erosion is usually replacA by accretion from swells. Man's structures sometimes don't fare

Hurricanes Wage Berm Warfare

tion and extent of the littoral drift are determined by the direction and violence of the wave attack. It varies
considerably in different regions of the country.
In a coast facing ,::::.tward, as in Brevard County, storm waves from the northeast cause a high rate of
littoral transport to the south. Mild wave action from the southeast, on the other hand, results in a much
lesser littoral drift to the north, unless it continues for a much longer time than the northeast waves, inwhich
ase there is a net movement of sand in a northerly direction. Although littoral drift varies with the weather,
there is useally an overall movement in one direction during the year. In Brevard, the predominant littoral
::rift is southward. Knowledge of the direction and intensity of littoral drift is important in developing effective shore protection plans.

East Central Florida Regional Planning Council Staff, The Coastal Area , Titusville, FL, October 1968,
pp. 32-34.

stacleS.
"The Behavior of Beaches," Shore Protection Guidelines , Department of the Army Corps of Engineers,
Washington, D. C. , August, 1971, p. 16-24.

The chief instance where man contributes to beach erosion is by interrupting the littoral drift. He does
this by creating inlets, altering existing inlets, and constructing jetties. While natural inlets are a PARTIAL
barrier to littoral drift, improved inlets and man-made inlets can be TOTAL barriers. Long jetties on the
north side of inlets can trap nearly all the sand drifting southward. Any sand which leaks through or is washed
around the jetty is caught in the deep channel and either remains there until it is dredged out or is washed in
and out by tidal currents. The result is dramatic beach erosion on the south side of the inlet, because there is
no sand from the north side to replace what is lost to a newly-beginning littoral drift to the southward. Nearly
50% of the sand in the southward littoral drift along the Space Coast is entrapped by natural or man-made ob-

rising lisea level.

Aliother major natural force which affects the beaches is a gradual rise in the level of the sea-- approximately viop of a foot per year. This probably results from melting ice in polar regions. The effect of such a rise
is far treater than the measurement would indicate; even this vertical rise can cause the shoreline to recede by
up to three feet per year. Obviously, such a pattern is highly significant for communities along beach-front
areas.
There are other natural forces which contribute to beach erosion; the dissolving of shell material, the
pulverizing of beach materials into fine granules which are carried into deeper water, and winds which blow
sand inland from the beach. However, these are minor compared to direct wave action, littoral drift, and the

The Sea is Rising

4

After students choose which roles to play, read background material, research the issues, write out
evidOce, they will debate the resolutions in an open hearing before the county commissioners who will then
discusS the "citizens' " presentations and vote on the proposed resolutions:-

Resolution 2: Be it resolved that, the dune road located in the north end of the county be closed to all
vehicular traffic.

"county Commission" is an activity in which students play the role of various community people who meet
at a session of the county government's executive body to diScuss the issues of two major resolutions:
Resolution 1: Be it resolved that, zoning regulations be changed to permit the construction, of multifamily dewellings known as condominiums along the county's entire barrier beach.

STUDENT COMMENT NO. 21: County Commission--A Simulation
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Sportsmen, Environmentalists
Clash Over Fate of Dune Strip

. .

Dune Buggies and Other Vehicles Are Said to Be Damaging the Dune Barrier

STUDENT COMMENT NO.' 23

consider any plan brought up
at this meeting."

"until the Atlanta office will

manager Ralph Robert Yoder
told the audience at the
Titusville,
courthouse in

"The dune road will
remain closed," refuge

dunes threatened to destroy
the beach barrier.

said vehicle cuts over the

manages the Merritt Island
National Wildlife Refuge.
closed the road this fall and

TILE U.S. Bureau of Sport
Fisheries and Wildlife, which

sion.

ments on both sides of the
controversy and said they
would attend the future ses-

Lawton

Representatives of Sen.
Chiles and Rep.
William Chappell attended
the session to hear argu-

limited-access system.

reopen the beach under a

meet later and draft a plan to

anAl John Vogt, agreed to

senators, Mrs. Lori Wilson

Brevard's two newest state

Elected officials at the
including
gathering,

front at a public hearing here
and debated closing of the
Dune road above Playalinda.

a 13-mile stretch of beach-

SportsTITUSVILLE
men and environmentalists
clashed again over the fate of

Inward Bureau Chief

By WAYNE MARKHAM

Fri.. Jan. 5, 1973

far anti lima

Section B

0

tide are going to cross that

Rockledge, warned that

Audubon author who lives in

hearing, said the bureau's

the beach to vehicular traffic
instead and 'reopen the dune
trail.
District One County Commissioner Gene Roberts, who
organized this weelt's public

refuge officials to close off

"EVERY SINGLE day' the
trail is closed, increases
damage to the dune," Chappell said in his letter, urging

that the rt"

be reopened.

has written to regional officials in th(gureau to request,
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park, said environmentalists
can get carried away.

entrance fee on the beach

organized the Save Playelinda Committee last fall when
Department Interior official*
threatened to impose an

RiverAudubon Society said.
Mrs.Nelly-Stricldand, who

Beach. "Instead of shooting
at Mr. Yoder, we ought to be
.there helping' them," the former president of the Indian

Carl Eichhorn of Cocoa

Boos and catcalls burst out heavy use of the fragile barin the jammed meeting room rier dune will bring destrucwhere a standing roomonly tion.
crowd of 150 persons turned
"NINTY PER CENT of the
out to debate the road clos- already
existing sand dunes
ing.
in the United States have alruined,"
been
"The basic problem is dune ready
buggies," Bruce Hodges of Cruickshank said. 'The only
way to save it (Brevard
Titusville said. "Closing that
dunei) is to make stringent
road hasn't helped a bit."
regulations."
Congressman Chappell's
"The entire center section
aide, Mrs. Mary So Stansfield
of
the d u n e, should be
told the gathering that the closed,"
added Florida
Daytona Beach congressman
Audubon Society Director

Titusville said.

conduct of sportsmen, we to the dune road and not be
should have a referendum on permitted to cross the dunes
whether all hunting should onto the beach.
be prevented," retired physiAllan Cruickshank, noted
cist Lloyd D. Harley Jr. of

dune . . . I can't understand
the difference."
"BECAUSE of the disgust- what's
Chappell
and Roberts proing, wanton and irresponsible pose that vehicles be limited

hunting in Brevard County.

Central Florida ranged from
paving the road to barring all

"Those vehicles
caught on the beach at high

Plans by speakers from a
three-county area of East decision made no sense.
that get

J

anything but designated
areas or who litter the area.

posed $100 fines for people
who cross over the dunes in

enc.,. Mrs. Strickland pro-

"Frankly, I'm glad the
saber tooth tiger hasn't been
preserved," she told the audi-

Sewage Treatment Operator

Farmer

Banker
Hbusewife

State Representative
Home owner - Plumber - (Unemployed)
Head of Environment Group
Grocer
Tourist from Kansas
Pence Chief
Fireman
Teacher
Scientist
Gardner
Teenagers (2)
Realtor

SUrfer
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County Commissioners:
-Insurance Executive
Chairman
Commissioner --Electrical Engineer
Realtor
Commissioner
Commissioner --Sailboat Manufacturer
Commissioner -Automobile Dealer
Comm iss loner --Restaurant Owner
Commissioner --Conservationist
Commissioner -Scuba Diving Compalw-Executive
Commissioner --Funeral Home Owner
Publia:
Home owner - business man
Contractor
Home owner - Pastor
Home owner .over 65

'Carpenter
Waitress
Service Station Operator
Retired Navel Officer

Dock Worker

Director. of a Local Park

Read the list of roles below anc.: choose one whose ideas you wish to represent.

STUDENT COMMENT NO. 24: Community Roles for "County -Commission"

7.

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.
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Should there be laws made to regulate th'e building of such condominiums? If so, what?

(i,estrictive use of beach? price of goods? taxes?)

Dp you use the beach? How often? 'or what purpose--recreation, business, residence?
Db you live in a condominium? Have you thought of buying one?
What do you think a condominum is?
What effect do youSthink the building of condominiums along the beaches will have on the community?
d. Polit',ally
a: Economically
c. Estnetically
b.' Morally
f. Ecologically
c Educationally
What do you thic are the advantages/disadvantages of living in condominiums?
Hbw would you directly be effected by the building of a great number of condominiums along.the beaches?

STUDENT COMMENT Na 25: Suggested ifnterview
Questions for "County Commission"
,

'

26: PossiLe IntervicNN ees for "County Commission"

Mr. George Barker, Imperial Towers, Titusville
Merrif
Mr.. P. C. McFarlane, #214, Asbury
Mr. Allen D. Cruickshank, 1925 Rock

Someone over 65:

Head of Environmental Group:
Telephone: 269-6543

Mr. James Brown, 113 S. Hopkins' (Office), ,Titusville

Mrs. Pittman, Titusville Realty, 1514 S. Washington, Titusville

Fire Chief:
Telephone: 267-8480

Realtor.
Telephone: 267-3858

Mr. Arthur Corlew, Cocoa

Mr. Morris R3we, President, First National Bank, Merritt Island
-Mr. Woody Asbury, Personnel Manager, First Citizens Bank, 219 Indian
River Avenue, Titusville

Police Chief:

Banker:

Merritt Island

Mr. Jimmy Roger s, Holiday Blvd.

Surfer.

,

Mr. John Graham, Jr.; 505 Monitor Street, Merritt Island

Mr.6Stuart Taylor, Manager Pantry Pride, Route 50, Indian River City,
Titusville
Mr. James Boyd, Manager Winn Dixie, North Banana Drive, Merritt Island

1,? Dr. , h:ekledge, 636-2797
AlA Highway S. , Ielbourne Beach, 723-8800

Grocer:

,

Rev. Frank M. Hanrahan, P. O. Box 1598, Titusville
Rev. William Lee, Merritt 1 iland, Presbyterian Church.

Pastor :
Telephone: 267-1642

Mr. A. W. Wren, Jr.

Mr. David Szukalski, 4450 Hickory Hills, Titusville
Mr.. Joseph Galloway, 1680 Yates Drive, Mer7.-itt Island

Homeowners Businessman:
Telephone: 267-0630

land

Mr. John F'urdle, County Commissioner, Merritt Island

County Commissioner:

community.

Listed below are some local citizens willing to be interviewed on the subject of the mock issues. When
a person is too car away to be interviewed or no name is given for a position, locate someone in your own

STUDENT COMMENT NO.

Mr. David E. Charron (Nursery), 3808 S. Hopkins Ave. , Titusville
Mr. William Bonin-, :-.r, 1458 Overlook Circle, Titusville

Farmer:

Mrs. Charlette Glisson, 1115 S. Washington Ave. , Titusville, .261-1652
Mr. Bill Rhodes, Ramada Inn Camp, 636-9550

Mr. Frank Wechtor

Mrs. M. Robinson, Lt. Teresa School, Titusville, P. O. Box 1599
Mr. Ken McFarlane, 495 Monitor Street, Merritt Island

Mr. James T. Speegle, Merritt Island

Director of Local Park:

Dock Worker:

Teacher:

Telephone: 267-1643

Contractor:
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Mr. Dewey Harris, Mila Elementary, Merritt Island

Telephone: 267-6825

Telephone: 267 -4904

Gardener:

)

Mrs. Mary Szukalski, 4450 Hickory Hills Blvd. , Titusville, 267-0630
Mrs. Henry Liningston, 1380 Holiday Street, Merritt Island, 452-5729

Mr. John Peterson, Knox McRae Road, Titusville
Mr. Robert Kelly, Sewage Treatment Plant, Melbourne

,

Sewagc, Treatment Operator:

Housewife:

27
:

Purpose for Jetties
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Department of the Army Corps of Engineers, Washington, D. C. ,
"Shore Protection Guidelines," August, 1971, p. 45.

A structure developed to modify or control sand movement is the jetty. This structure is generally employed at inlets in connection with navigation improvements. When sand being transported along
the coast by waves and currents arrives at an inlet, it flows inward on the flood tide to form ar inner
bar, and outward on the ebb tide to form an outer bar. Both formations are harmful to navigation through
the inlet, and must be controlled to maintain an adequate navigation channel. The jetty is similar to the
groin in that it dams the sand stream. Jetties are usually constructed of steel, concrete or rock. The
type depends on foundation conditions, wave climate and economic considerations. Jetties are considerably larger than groins since jetties sometimes extend from the shoreline seaward to a depth equivalent
to the channel depth desired for navigation purposes. To be of maximum aid in maintaining the channel,
the jetty must be high enough to completely obstruct the sand stream. Jetties aid navigation by reducing
moveme4-6f sand into the channel, by stabilizing the location of the channel, and by shielding vessels
from-waves. Adversely, sand is impounded at the updrift jetty, and the supply of sand to the shore downdrift from the inlet is reduced thus causing erosion of.that shore. Prior to the installation of a jetty,
nature supplies sand by transporting it across the inlet intermittently along tb
bar to return to
the downstream shore.

STUDENT COMMENT NO.
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sand-transfer plant and extension of the harbor.
Data from the Corps of Engineers' Canaveral Port report indicate that the inlet channel and the
jetties are acting as a complete littoral barrier, and that,. for all practicable purposes, no southerly
drift reaches the shores south of the inlet. Continued interception of the southerly drift at the inlet
would deprive the beach south of the inlet of 50 x 350, 000 cubic yards, or 17, 500, 000 cubic yards, during project life. Calculations indicate that such a volume of material not reaching the shore would mean
a loss of about 475 acres. The sand-transfer plant authorized for Canaveral Harbor will consist of a
simistationary dredge pump operating on a trestle constructed about 1, 000 feet north of the existing
north jetty. The trestle would extend to the 15-foot depth contour. Plant capacity-would be 250 cubic
yards an hour. Discharge would be at a point about 1, 500 to 2, 000 feet south of the south jetty. The
plant would bypass about 90 percent of the estimated southerly littoral drift of 350, 000 cubic yards a
year. The remaining 10 percent, or 35, 000 cubic yards, would settle in the channel and be removed by
supplemental conventional dredging. To date the sand transfer plant has not been constructed.

STUDENT COMMENT NQ 28: Description and Effects of Canaveral Port, Florida
Canaveral Port forms the southern boundary of the Cape Kennedy Air Force Station. Entrance
from the Atlantic Ocean is in Canaveral Bight via a dredged channel and artificial cut through the barrier
beach to a dike-inclosed harbor and turning basin in Banana River. The Army Corps of Engineers'
project provides for maintenance of the 37- and 36-foot-depth entrance channel Rnd 35-foot-depth turning basin: construction and operation of a sand transfer plant: relocation of the perimeter dike about
4, 000 feet westward and extension of the harbor westward: two entrance jetties to the 12-foot-depth contour; a lock; a channel and turning basin 31 feet deep near the relocated dike; and a barge canal 12 feet
deep and 125 feet wide from the turning basin to the Intracoastal Waterway. Length of the project is
about 11. 5 miles. Construction of the lock was completed, and the lock opened to navigation. in 1965.
The overall project is now about 62 percent complete. Work remaining to be done is construction of the

29: The Applegate Case Study

-
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The house sits there serenely awaiting the next wave to come near and splash against the barrier improvised from junk cars. Tourists and other curious passers-by holler out indignantly, "You built the house
kinda close to the water, didn't you?". The year is 1972 and everyone is seemingly conscious of the environment and yet we find one person apparently building a junk pile in her own front yard. "An eyesore", some
call it. Has she no sensitivity to the beauty of the ocean? Mrs. Lynne Applegate has a story to tell, a story
that began in 1960 when the beach was big and beautiful. Miles north of the Applegate home, a port was developed by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers and a jetty constructed to keep back the sand that normally
flowed from the north to the south. The jetty was needed to keep the sand from filling up the charmed depth,
which is vital to the port. A few years later, in 1963, the property owners at the beach began to notice that
they didn't have to walk as far to the ocean as they once did. The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers were quoted
by the Brevard Sent" el-Star as "investigating the problem. "
Years went by and no one offered a plan to keep chunks of the beach from washing out into the ocean. The
movement of Hurricane Gladys in October of 1968 served to bring to public attention the dilemna of the Applegate
home. Waves crept to within four feet of her home. An appeal to the local Civil Defense office by Mrs. Applegate brought little comfort. She was advised that Civil Defense couldn't do anything until the ocean waters
arted breaking against the house.
The seasons of hurricanes only accelerated the erosion of the beach. The jetty at the Port, while serving
is intended function, was the sole cause of the erosion of beach properties. Sand which normally flowed
wn the coast and fed the hungry, pounding surf was building up on the shore north of the jetty, while hundreds
o tfeet of ocean front land to the south were swallowed whole by the ocean, never to return. At the urging of
Ms. Applegate, every level of government became aware of her vanishing property. A Brevard County Commissioner in 1968, George King, Jr. , endorsed a plan to install a palmetto log jetty backed up with surplus
concrete debris in front of the Applegate home as an effort to change the direction of the current. Commissioner
King consulted with the Superintendent of the County District 3 Road and Bridge Department, George Hamilton,
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and County Engineer, Earl Melvin, and got the approval of William Carlton of the Beaches and Shore Division
of the Florida State Department of Conservation. Work was begun. This construction project was approved
by State and County officials as an emergency measure while a more permanent solution to the erosion was
being devised.
The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, who first constructed the port jetty which caused the problem, began
to talk of plans to construct a 1. 8 million dollar "sand transfer plant" on the north side of Port Canaveral
Harbor entrance. Once the plant is operational, sand would be pumped through underground pi pes from the
north side over to the south side in an attempt to recreate what was once a natural flow. When this plan was
devised, in the fall of 1968, they held out hope that the "sand transfer plant" would be complete in two years.
But what of the property already lost to the ocean? The "sand transfer plant" would only hope to maintain the
existing shoreline, not rebuild it.
The possibility of re-building the beach property was often discussed by city, county, state, and federal
officials who devised a plan using federal money to "match funds" with local and state monies. The cost to
restore 150 feet of beach was estimated to be 1. 5 million dollars in early 1969 when these plans were first
discussed The plan had one particular requirement that made it unreasonable in t\he view of beach property
owners. "Give 4 any claim of ownership to the beaches in fro nt on your homes and the public funds will be
available to rebuild them. " "We cannot spend public money for the improvement of private property. " The
owners were given hard choices: relinquish ownership, or go to the wallet with other beach owners for a doit-yourself project, or sit back and watch the waves roll in.
For Mrs. Applegate, and others, who years ago paid premium prices for land now submerged, the very
i
thought of giving up any claim to it was totally absurd. While other property owners fought the idea in court
Mrs. Applegate directed her efforts to fighting back directly against the pounding surf only four feet from
her door!
Only 11 days after cement was poured between and around the palmetto log pilings in an effort to break
waves and deter erosion, it was evident that the ocean was determined to have its usual gulp of sand even if
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it had to go under concrete to get it!
On October 17, 1969, President Nixon ordered funds for planned federal construction projects be temporarily withheld; this delay halted the finalization of plans for the long awaited "sand transfer plant. "
By late 1969 and early 1970, the ground in front of the Applegate home began to develop huge cracks.
The situation, always serious, was now desperate! Mrs. Applegate attempted to get help from city, county,
and state officials, but the answer was always the same, "We can't legally spend tax money to solve a problem of one private landowner. " Taking the situation into her own hands, she hired a "drag-line" to move
beach sand to the front of her home.
The drag-line filling operation was only a temporary solution in an effort to buy precious time while
the three levels of government bureaucracy churned and dragged through the motions of planning an effective
attack on the erosion problem at some future time, State legislators, meanwhile, passed laws regulating
the dredging and land fill operations, popular methods that real-estate developers used to create building
sites, wherever needed. Environ mentalists generally believed this a victory, but for Mrs. Applegate and
her neighbors on the shore, the law meant certain surrender to the will of the ocean, as use of a drag-line,
and/or bulldozer, to rebuild their lost land was now deemed illegal.
The state legislators were made aware of the special erosion problems of Brevard County anc! in a law,
passed July 2, 1970, made Brevard County an "erosion prevention district, " allowing the county to assess
. 16 mills for erosion control.
($160,000 can be levied w.f.hout a referendum) Anxious to raise their 1/4
share of the total $2 million project cost, the Brevard County Commission, in May of 1971, held a referendum
asking the county property owners to tax themselves an extra 1/2 mill which would raise the required one,
half million dollars the first year. The increased tax burden on the owner of a $20, 000 home was to be only
$7. 50 per year, yet when it came to a vote, the answer was NO. The Brevard County budget for beaches
remained a mere $75, 000; this was far from the required $500, 000 to set the project in motion.1 Instead of
a quick start on the erosion project, delays at all levels resulted: the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers delayed
construction of the proposed "sand transfer plant" for further feasibility study; Congress required that the
state and county governments have on hand one million dollars before they allocate their matching funds.
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cement barricade.
"Disaster" is a word usually attributed to some sudden, 24 hour tragedy striking without warning. During a
disaster everyone moves to help and even money, that commodity scarcely around unusual circumstances, is
immediately made available.
No help is immediately available for Mrs. Lynne Applegate and her home that dangles near the water,
however. By outlawing the private use of drag-lines and bulldozers to rebuild the sand, the State of Florida
left Mrs. Applegate only one other line of defense; her choice was building a sturdy barricade against the
pounding surf. The county had tried before with state approval, but their barricade was ineffective. To the

to who owns the land
4. Losing the three beautiful palms to the ocean and being replaz:ed by a palmetto-lot and

While funding problems enlarged, the beachfront continued to shrink at an even faster rate, assisted
by a severe "northeaster" storm in December of 1971. Cape Canaveral City Manager, Bert Francis, estimated the damage at around $250, 000, the value of the beach lost to the ocean.
The Cape Canaveral City Council at a regular meeting discussed a number of "drastic" actions they could
take. (1) One way was a possible lawsuit against the Corps of Engineers and Port Canaveral. The City Attorney, Dick Scott, looked into possible grounds for such a suit and concluded that the city could not win
against a semi-government agency such as the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. The basic principle is that
government agencies are "immune from lawsuits,' an idea carried over from the English that the KING can
to no wrong. One can sue to get an injunction to stop action, or one can sue to force an action (action for
mandamus) but a cash settlement is near to impossible. (2) City Councilman, Rogers Graefe, suggested the
city might look into the possibility of getting the beach area declared a "disaster area" paving the way for possible federal or state funds.
A "disaster area" indeed! It was unlikely the area would now be declared a disaster; however, the public
and the public officials has ignored for such a long time the following series which led to the real disaster:
1. Building a port that disrupted the natural flow of sand
2. Delaying, for lack of funds, the sand transfer plant, designed to restore this natural flow
3. Delaying the rebuilding of the beachfront until the money is raised and decisions made as
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As stated to you in our telephone converstaion, you should have secured the services
of a professional engineer to advise you how to best piotect your property. Also, you
should have contacted us to secure permission to take this emergency action. We would
have cooperated with you in every possible way and would have been in a position to give
you some advice. Since you apparently elected to proceed without proper technical advice and without State approval, as required by Florida Statutes, we must now insist that
you make a full report to us regarding this activity.

You will recall our recent telephone conversation relating to emergency measures
to protect your beach front property. Our staff has inspected your property on several
occasions since I talked to you.

Dear Mrs. Applegate:

Cape Canaveral, Florida 32920

18 Washington Avenue

logoand cement barricade, weighty discards were piled. It was ugly, but it was intended to buy needed time,
while governTents bickered over who, how and when to restore her submerged land. Now the junk cars are
added and suddenly the public is shocked. The Applegate house is a news story again. A complaint was made
to see this daring new debris, yet far enough from the ocean as to not be threatened yet himself. The city
council of Cape Canaveral debates over what action to take. "If we find she is violating city dump* ordinances
we can act ourselves," said City Manager, Bert Francis, adding that the city must first determine whether the
State or even the Army Corps of Engineers has jurisdiction. It was determined, some of the new debris lay on
property technically belonging to the city, and some debris was in an area defined as within the jurisdiction of
the State of Florida Department of Natural Resources, who have authority on all matters from the "high water
mark" (that edge of the surf at high tide) and 50 feet out into the ocean. Since the high water mark has moved
several hundred feet in 12 years, that mark, technically, now runs through the middle of the Applegate house.
A letter from Mr. W. T. Carlton, Chief of Bureau of Beaches and Shores, State of Florida Department
of Natural Resources explains the status of Mrs. Applegate's situation as of February, 1972:
February 10, 1972
Mrs. L. H. Applegate

W. T. Carlton, Chief
Bureau of Beaches and Shores

Sincerely,

.
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The issue remains unresolved. The federal government used "public funds" to construct the port which
caused the erosion problem - everyone agrees on that point. The area of disagreement lies in efforts to correct the problem. We can't use public funds to improve private property" is a common response by government officials, yet public funds were used to destroy (in effect) private property. The federal government is
willing only to pay one-half the cost to restore what they themselves destroyed leaving the remaining burden
falling upon the community and state that years ago welcomed this federal port project.
In his letter to Mrs. Applegate, Mr. Carlton urged her to "seek the assistance of a professional engineer,"
. implying that she, a private citizen pay to build a barricade to protect what remains of her property from
.
further damage by government ceuSed erosion, and after building the barricade, she must also be content to
claim only that property contained4ithin the barricade once the government finishes rebuilding what was lost
and calling it "public beach. "

etc. , as requested above.

Please advise immediately your agreement to remove all loose debris, old cars,

You are further advised that after a complete "clean-up" of the present situation,
consideration should be given to some kind of permanent protection. Again you
are advised to seek the assistance of a professional engineer. Such action at this
time may well prevent your having to take emergency action in the future.

We are of the opinion that some of the material placed in front of your property
helped to give you temporary protection. However, we must now request that
you take immediate steps to clear the area of all debris such as old cars, tires,
wood, and other material which will eventually disintegrate or be washed onto
adjacent property. Your failure to comply with this request will make it necessary for us to take action as provided in Florida Statutes.

I
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If you were the prosecuting attorney for the state; or federal governments, what arguments would you'
use to present your case?
If you were the defense attorney, what collection of undisputed facts might help you substantiate any

There is also the question of designing a workable barrier. Even consulting a "professional engineer"
is no guarantee. In 1958, before the log jetty was constructed in front of the Applegate home, Brevard
County engineers were consulted. Even Mr. Carlton approved the project, yet that barrier was totally ineffective. Mrs. Applegate's own engineering, while unsightly to be sure, has been more effective. The danger
from broken glass and slivers of metal is no greater than the tons of glass bottles' and metal beverage cans
left on the beach each year by the same public that targets Mrs. Applegate for their outrage.
What is more outrageous, however, is that the State of Florida, through Mr. Carlton's office is determined to enforce a law "statute 11161. 052," which prohibits construction on a beach without a waiver from the
State's Department of Natural Resources. Maxium penalty is a misdeameanor fine of $500 to $1,000.
Because she has failed to yield to directives from state,officials insisting that she remove the junk car
breakwater, Mrs. Lynne Applegate now faces a possible civil suit by the state's attorneys office.
In late April, 1972, Mrs. Applegate received court notice to remove her makeshift barriers.
When the case appears in court, 2 a number of key issues will need to be resolved. In defense of Mrs.
Applegate, she could make any one of the following claims:
CLAIM 1. The state has no jurisdiction because the "high water mark" should be
defined as that edge of the surf at high tide when the property was
purchased, not where it happens to fall, each year inching closer.
CLAIM 2. The state statute under which she is to be penalized (prohibits "construction" on a beach . . . etc. ) is not applicable because she did no
"constructing."
CLAIM 3. The federal government has damaged her property and with supporting
evidence bring counter-suit against the federal government to force
action to rebuild her property (action for mandamus) and seek cash
re-imbursement fOr fines and other penalties likely tobe imposed by
the state and for local governments.

2.

1.

do now?

,
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1

Today newspaper reported on May 6, 197?, *he case against Mrs. Applegate is still pending.

Brevard County Commission has since reversed the voters on the beach erosion referendum and
decided to spend $160, 000 for its share of,. the erosion control plan.

one, or all three of the hypothetical defense claims.?
If you were the owner of the Applegate home and property, what would you have done, or what would you
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slow rise in sea level, if it continues, will submerge part of the preient beaches. However, this rise is
so slow that changes occurring in the course of a normal human lifetime will not be noticeable without
measurement by precise gages. Changes which occur on a shorter-term basis, and which a.,-e of greater
urgency, are those caused by development of the shore by man for various purposes. As shore areas ire
developed, attempts are made to'stabilize the beaches and stop erosion of the bluffs which would normally
furnish sand to the beaches. Therefore, there is less material available for replenishment of the moving
sands.
Numerous factors control the growth of development at beach areas, but undoubtedly the beach is
the resort's basic asset. The desire of visitors,, ,residents, and industries to find accommodations as close
to the ocean as possible has resulted in man's-encroachment on the sea. There are numerous places where
the beach has been gradually widened by natural processes ov,'r the years; lighthouses and other structures
which once stood on the tieacil.now stand hundreds of feet inland. In their eagprness to be as close as possible to the water, developers and property owners often forget that land comes:and goes, and that land
which nature provides at one time may later be, reclaimed by the sea. Yet once the seaward limit of a de,
veiopment is established, this line must be held g large investments are to be preserved. This type of
encroachment has resulted in great monetary losses'due to storm damage and ever-increasing costs of
protection.

Today, Nye find that although there are still many beautiful beaches for outdoor enjoyment, in most
areas there is less and less sand reaching them and they erode. Causes for our shrinking beaches are in
general the normal geologic changes and changes made by man. Considering a very long-term basis, the

STUDENT COMMENT NO. 30: Changes in the Barrier Beach
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Flopd control and water supply daMs Are necessary to the everyday life and safety of people, yet
these darns often alter the flow of water which brings sand from inland to the shore. They may in some instances trap sand that would move to the sea by the action of normal flows. Improvements of inlets and
river mouths for navigation cause interruptions of the sand movement: or Shifting of the sand to deeper water
from where most of it may never return to. the shores. Unless means are provided to overcome these losses
of beach sand from the shore zone, or methods are devised to reduce the effects of development, stabilizing
beaches will become an ever increasing problem.

Figure 2. Precast Concrete Sheetpiles,
Daytona Beach, Florida
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Figure 3. Vertical-face Concrete Seawall built 25 years ago at Watch Hill, Rhode Island.
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Figure 4. Concrete Combination Stepped
and Curved-face Seawall San Francisco,
California
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Figure 7. Interlocking Concrete-Block
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(Note widened beach adjacent to updrift jetty and eroded downdrift shore. )

Figure 11. Jetties at Cold Spring Inlet, New Jersey, Entrance to Cape May Harbor.
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Figure 13. MasonJoro Inlet, North Carolina (July 1966)

Inlet, Florida (Above)
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Figure 12. Fixed Bypassing Plant--South Lake Worth
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Figure 15. Concrete Stepped-face
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Shore Protection Methods

Bulkheads, Seawalls and Reventment
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Protection on the upper part of the beach, fronting backshore development, is required as a partial
substitute for the natural protection that is lost when the dunes are destroyed. Shorefront owners have resorted to armoring of the shore by wave-resistant walls of various types. A vertical wall in this location is
sometimes known as a bulkhead, and serves as a secondary line of defense in major storms. Bulkheads are
constructed of steel, timber, or concrete piling. Typical steel and timber pile bulkheads are shown on
*
Figure 1 and a concrete pile bulkhead is shown on Figure 2. For ocean-exposed locations, bulkheads do not
provide a long-lived permanent solution, because eventually a more substantial wall is required as the beach
continues to recede and larger waves reach the structure. Unless combines with other types of protection,
the bulkhead eventually evolves into the massive seawall capable of withstanding the direct onslaught of the
waves. Extensive seawall structures have been built principally in Massachusetts, Florida, Mississippi,
Texas and California. Seawalls may have vertical, curved or stepped faces (see Figures 3, 4, and 5) .
While seawalls may protect the upland, they do not hold or protect the beach which is the greatest asset of
shorefront property. In some cases, the seawall may be detrimental to the beach in that the downward
forces of water, created by the waves on striking the wall, rapidly remove sand from the beach. The Galveston seawall, shown on Figure 5, includes a stone apron to minimize scouring of the beach and undermining

BULKHEADS, SEAWALLS AND REVETMENTS

Measures designed to stabilize the shore fall into two general classes: (a) a structure to prevent
waves from reaching erodible materials; and (b) an artificial supply of sand to the shore to make up for a
deficiency in sand supply through natural processes, with or without structures such as groins to reduce the
rare of loss of littoral material.
One set of structures built to reduce wave action are described in the following paragraphs.

STUDENT COMMENT NO. 31

I
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Figures 1-7 pre found on pages 64-67
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walls. A rock revetment built at Cape Henry, Virginia, is shown on Figure 6. A concrete-block revetment
in a more exposed location fronting on the Atlantic Ocean at Jupiter Island, Florida, is shown on Figure 7.
Adequately designed bulkheads and revetments usually cost about $75 to $150 per foot of shore protected, depending upon exposure to wave action, total length, and proximity to sources of construction material. The cost of this type of protection might exceed $400 per foot in some areas. Seawalls and breakwaters (the latter discussed in the next section) are more expensive and are usually built only in the more
openly exposed sites. Their estimated cost begins at, say, $200 per foot and ranges considerably above
$500 per foot for massive structures far from rock sources.

the wall.
A revetment armors the slope face of a dune or bluff with one or more layers of rock or concrete.
This protection dissipates wave energy with less damaging effect on the beach than waves striking vertical

Breakwaters
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Beaches and bluffs or dunes can be protected by an offshore breakwater that prevents waves from
reaching the shore. However, offshore breakwaters are mol.- costly than onshore structures, and-are seldom built solely for this purpose. Offshore breakwaters are constr ii ed mainly for navigation purposes. A
breakwater enclosing a harbor area provides shelter for boats. Breakwate .have both beneficial and detrimental effects on the shore. All breakwaters reduce or eliminate wave action and thus protect the shore
immediately behind them. Whether offshore or shore-connected, the elimination of wave action reduces
littoral transport, obstructing the free flow of sand along the coast and starving the downstream beaches.
At a harbor breakwater, the sand stream generally can be restored by pumping the sand through a pipeline
from the side where sand accumulates to the starved side. This type of operation, in use for many years
at Santa Barbara, California, is illustrated by Figure 8*. Even without a shore arm, an offshore breakwater
stops wave action and creates a quiet water area between it and the beach. In the absence of wave action to
move the sand stream, the sand is deposited and builds the shore seaward toward the breakwater.- .The
buildup actually serves as a barrier and completely dams.the sand stream, depriving the downdrift beaches
of sand. Although this type of construction is generally detrimental to downstream beaches, there is one
case in which it may be used to aid the beach processes. When placed on the updrift side of a navigation

BREAKWATERS

Measures designed to stabilize the shore fall into two general classes: (a) a structure to prevent
waves from reaching erodible materials: and (b) an artificial supply of sand to the shore to make up for a
deficiency in sand supply through natural processes, with or without structures such as groins to reduce the
rate of loss of littoral materials.
One set of structures bul't to reduce wave action are described in the following paragraphs.

STUDENT COMMENT NO. 32 : Shore Protection Materials

Figure 8 is found on page 68
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I

opening, the structure impounds sand, prevents it from entering the navigation channel, and affords shelter
for a floating dredge to pump the impounded material across the navigation opening back into the stream of
sand moving along the shore. This method is used at a harbor near Port Hueneme, California.

I

Groins
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and the rate of shore recession.
The basic Furtoos of a groin is to interrupt alongshore sand movement to accumulate sand on the
shore or tc retard sand losses. Trapping of sand by a groin is done at the expense of the adjacent downdrift
shore unless the gi, in or groin system is filled with sand to its entrapment capacity. To reduce the Wenfor damage to property downdrift of a groin, some limitation must be imposed on the amount of sand
permitted to be naturally impoungied on the updrift side. Since more and more shores are being protected,
rd less and less sand is availabhir' as natural supply, it is now desirable, and frequently necessary, to place

Long ago investigators noted that obstructions on a beach, such as logs or wrecks, would trap send
moving along the beach and cause the beach to widen Sucl observations led naturally to devising the gre;)in,
a barrier-type structure which extends from the backshore into the littoral zone of sand movement. In
uarli fierns, prior to the current extensive devulopment of upstream river basins and major portions of
the seacoast, the natural supply of beach sand was plentiful, and in many instances groins succeeded re*
markably well_ (Figure 9 shows a successful groin system, ) This led to further, excessive, and'indiscriminate use of groins. They often were installed without considering all the factors pertaining to the par ticular problem. Figure 10 has had only marginal success at improving the beach because of an insufficient
natural supply of sand. However, this system has presumably somewhat reduced the rote of loss of sand

GROINS

Measure "designed to stabilize the shore fall into two general classes: (a) a structure to prevent
materials: and (b) an artificial supply of sand to the shore to make up' for a
w Ives from reaching erodi
deficiency in sand supply through natural procesges, with or without structures such as groins to reduce the
rate of loss of littoral material.
One set of structures built to reduce wave action are described in the following paragraphs.

STUDENT COMMENT NO, 33: Shore Protection Materials

ry

fied into basic physical categories as high or low, long r" short, and permeable and impermeable.
A high groin extending through the zone of breaking for ordinary or moderate storm waves initially
entraps nearly all of the alongshore moving sand within that intercepted area until the a real pattern'or surface profile of the accumulated sand mass allows sand to pass around the seaward end of the structure to
the downdrift shores. Low groins (top profile no higher than that of desired reasonable beach dimensions)
function like high groins, except that appreciable amounts of sand also pass over the top of the structure.
Permeable groins permit some of the wave energy and moving sand to pass through the structure.
Experience has shown that a short groin in heavy drift areas may fill quickly and have a limited effect
on adjacent beaches. Hitt: groins, particularly if they extend beyond the breaker zone for most waves, adversely affect downdrift shores long after their updrift-side impounding capacity is reached. This is caused
by diversion of littoral drift offshore beyond the end of the groin where its subsequent movement deprives
downdrift beaches of an adequate supply of nour' -hment. The accreted sand adjacent to the updrift side of a
may result in such a different shore alignment from that of the natural ungruined shore that sand
long
movement along that alignment by-Waves is retarded for many years. Shrift groins, and groins which have
an appreciable degree of permeability, do not cause a pronounced 'setback in the shore immediately downift of the groin as the littoral transport of sand over and through these structures allows a more continuous supply to the downdrift area Present knowledge of sediment transport by waves and currents does not
permit satisfactory determination of the optimum degree of permeability for proper functioning of permeable
groins. Impermeable groins can be more readily designed to serve the desired purpose, and they are more
widely used. But groins of any type should ,icit be built unless properly designed for the particular site. The

supply to downdrift shore t,.
Groins have been constructed in many ways using timber, steel, concrete or rock, but can be classi-

sand artifically to fill the area between the groins, thereby ensuring a more-or-less uninterrupted sand

1971.
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*Figures 9 -10, pages 68-69.

effects of the contemplated groins on adjacent beaches should be studies by an experienced engineer.
Adequately designed protective groins may cost about $100 to $350 per foot of shore protected dependent upon such factors as exposure to wave action, range of tide, and accessibility of building materials.
This is the cost range for groin structures only -- where beach fill is also required to prevent adverse
effect on elewndrift shores, the cost increases accordingly.

Shore Protection Methods

Jetties
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A structure developed to modify or control sand movement is the jetty. This structure is generally
employed at inlets in connection with navigation improvements (see Figure 11*). When sand being transported
along the coast by waves and currents arrives at an inlet, it flows inward on the flood tide to form an inner
bar, and outward on the ebb tide to form an outer bar. Both formations are harmful to navigation through
the inlet, and must be controlled to maintain an adequate navigation channel. The jetty is similar to the groin
in that it dams the sand stream. Jetties are usually constructed of steel, concrete or rock. The type depends
on foundation conditions, wave climate, and economic considerations. Jetties are considerably larger than
groins, since jetties sometimes extend from the shoreline seaward to a depth equivalent to the channel depth
desired for navigation purposes. To be of maximum hid in maintaining the channel, the jetty must be high
enough to completely obstruct the sand stream. Jetties aid navigation by reducing movement of sand into the
channel, by stabilizing the location j the channel, and by shielding vessels from waves. Adversely, sand is
impounded at the updrift jetty as shown on Figure 11, and the supply of sand to the shore downdrift from the
inlet is reduced thus causing erosion of that shore. Prior to the installation of a jetty, nature supplies sand
by transporting it across the inlet intermittently along the outer bar to return to the downstreain shore.
To eliminate undesirable downdrift erosion, some projects provide for dredging the sand impounded

JETTIES

Measures designed to stabilize the shore fall into two general classes: f,a) a structure to prevent
waves from reaching erodible materials; and (b) an artificial supply of sand to the shore to make up for a,
deficiency in sand supply through natural processes, with or without structures such as groins to reduce the
rate of loss of littoral material.
One set of structures built to reduce wave action are described in the following paragraphs.

STUDENT COMMENT NO.34
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Figures 11-13, pages 70-71.

This ensures an
by the updrift jetty and pumping it through a pipeline to the eroding- beach (see Figure 12).
uninterrupted flow of sand alongshore to nourish the downdrift beach, and also prevents shoaling of the eninlet by truck with
trance channel. At Shark River Inlet, New Jersey, sand WAS transported across the
beneficial results.
jetty over which sand moves
A more recent develoiGreilt provides a low section or weir in the updrift
periodically, deposition in the channel is reduced
into a predredged deposition basin. By dredging the basin
nourishment for the
.)r eliminated. The dredged material is normally pumped across the inlet to provide
downdrift shore. A "weir-jetty" at MP -onboro Inlet, North Carolina, is shown on Figure 13.

:

Shore Protection Methods
Artificial Supply of Sand
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Coastal engineers can now determine required dune and beach dimensions to protect against storms] of
any- given intensity. Dune heights sufficient to prevent overtopping by waves, and dune Widths sufficient to
withstand the erosion of a given strom can be determined. Also, beach dimensions, including height and width
of berm and characteristics of sand required to maintain beach slopes, can be designed to withstand storms
of a specified degree of severity. Sometimes structures must be provided to protect dunes, to maintain a

beach.

Beach structures, when properly used, have a place in shore protection. But research has shown hhat
the best protection is afforded by using methods as similar as possible to natural ones. In other words, a
greater degree of effectiveness is obtained by the type of protection provided by nature, which permits the
natural processes to continue unhampered. To simulate natural protection, dunes and beaches are rebuilt
artificially. Sand from sources behind the beach or offshore is placed on the shore. Figures 14 and 15 show
views of Harrison County, Mississippi, after and before artificial restoration of the beach in front of the seawall with sand from the offshore bottom. This project was completed in 1952 and thus far has required minor
maintenance. To ensure continued stability of the beach, material is placed, periodically to- make up defidiencies
in the natural supply. This is most economical for long beaches as the increase of supply benefits the entire

BEACH RESTORATION AND NOURISHMENT

Measures designed to stabilize the shore fall into two general classes: (a) a structure to prevent
w^.vcs from reacning erodible materials; and (b) an artificial supply of sand to the shore to make up for a
deficiency in sated supply through natural processes, with or without structures such as groins to reduce the
rate of loss of littoral material.
The paragraphs below describe artificial means of supplying needed sand to the barrier beach.

STUDENT COMMENT NO. 35

1971.

Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers, Washington, D. C. , Shore Protection Guidelines, August

"Figures 14-16, pages 72 -73.

in such a manly 1...

1
specific beach shape, or to reduce nourishment requirements. In each case, the cost of such structures
mast be weighed against the added benefits they would provide. Thus, measures to provide and keep a
wider protective and recreational beach for a relatively short section of an eroding shore would require
excessive nourishment without supplemental structures such as groins to reduce the rate of loss of material
from the widened beach. A long, high terminal groin or jetty is frequently justified at the downdrift end
of a beach restoration project to reduce losses of fill into an inlet and to stabilize the lip of the inlet.
Beach fill for most beach widening or restoration can be expected to cost about $50 to $300 per foot
of shore receiving the initial fill, depending on exposure, proximity of suitable fill borrow sites, length of
beach, and degree of restoration required. Periodic nourishment may be required at intervals of I to 5
years at costs estimated to range from $5 to $15 per foot of shore per year, for straight belches at least
2,000 feet long. It may be uneconomic, or even impracticable, to attempt nourishment of small segments
of beach without retaining structures. The above estimates do not include dune rehabilitation and maintenance.
Another lesser used artificial means of restoring dunes is the construction of sand fences. Such construction then allows the planting of vegetation to hold the sand in place. Figure 16 shows a dune produced

Federal Development Process for Erosion Control Projects

...
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Shore protection and beach restoration proje,:ts conducted by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
begin with a local request for help. Any person or group of persons desiring assistance in combating
beach erosion can obtain information and advice from any Corps of Engineers District or Division office,
Eroded publicly owned shores and shores eroded because of Federal navigation works are eligible for Federal assistance; privately owned shores may be eligible for Federal assistance if there is public benefit
such as that arising from public use. Parties desiring information, advice, and assistance in combating
beach erosion can usually be most effective by acting through and in cooperation with the State, county,
or city agency concerned with beach and shore use and management. The agency, in turn, can reinforce
its effectiveness by early consultation with the appropriate District or Division Engineer to explore any
question of eligibility an applicability of the small project program, or the program for mitigating
erosion caused by Federal navigation works. If either of these programs is applicable, the Secretary
of the Army can authorize a beach erosion study at the request of the responsible local agency. If the
study shows the project to be* justified and the local interests involved are willing' and able to cooperate
as required by law, the Secretary of the Army can authorize construction Of the project and allot funds
for that purpose from available civil works appropriations.
Beach erosion studies for the regular project program must be individually authorized by the Con-:
gross. Usually, the study authorization is granted by a resolution approved by the Public Works Committee of either the Senate or the House of Representatives; less frequently, it is included in a River and
Harbor Act adopted-by the Congress and approved by the President. If consultation with the District or
Division Engineer irdicates that the small project program is inapplicable, tile local interests involved,
acting through the community's elected representatives in the Congress, should request the Congress to
authorize and fund a beach erosion investigation and, study. The District or Division Engineer will begin
the study as soon as the necessary authorization and funds are provided.

STUDENT COMMENT NO.36:
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Normally, the local interests sponsoring the study and the District or Dhision Engineer responsible for its prosecution will continue consultations, exchange information, and make plans for conducting
the study while the authorization and fund allocation actions are in progress.
The investigation and study are intended to determine whether a Federal project is justified and, if
so, whether its construction is feasible. One of the early concerns of the Engineer Officer directing the
study is the ascertainment of the desires and opinions of all parties affected by, or having an interest in,
the protection, improvement, and use of the shore area concerned. To this end, he holds a public hearing at the beginning of the study; if the situation warrants, he holds additional hearings as the study progresses. The study thoroughly examines the problem and identifies the causal factors. After careful
'lem, on otner shore areas,
analyses of the impacts of all applicable remedial measures on the erosion
on the regimen of the coastal waters, on areal shore processes, on marine life, on ecological values,
and on shore uses, a general plan for shore protection and beach restoration is devised. If comparisons
of the costs of construction and the benefits resulting from the construction show the project to be a sound
and prudent public investment, and if the loc.1 sponsoring agency affirms willingness and ability to provide
the required cooperation, the report on the study recommends adoption of the project. Before the report
is submitted to the Congress, it is reviewed '')3, the Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors, the Chief
of Engineers, the Governors of affected States, and all interested Federal departments.
Projects authorized for construction by the Congress are considered by the Congress as it formulates
the annual appropriation bill. (As previously mentioned, funds for constructing the small project construetion program are allotted by Secretary of the Army and are not specifically appropriated for individual
projects. ) As soon as funds are provided, the responsible District Engineer carries out the detailed
engineering work essential to construction and prepares construction drawings and specifications. Contractors submit aids based on these drawings and specifications and a construction contract is awarded to
the successful bidder. The District Engineer continues to consult and coordinate with the local sponsor-

87

ing agency while engineering and construction are underway. Upon completion, the protective works
are turned over to the sponsoring local interests for operation and maintenance in accordance with the
authorizing legislation. Sect:ion 215 of Public Law 90-483 permits local interests to expedite construction
of authorized projects for which Federal funds are not immediately available. Under certain circumstances if local interests proceed with construction at their expense, the Federal share of the cost of
that construction can be reimbursed from later appropriations. Such reimbursement cannot exceed
$1 trillion.
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Student'Evaluation" Scheme

.

1

1
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The I. P. S4 above bears some general explanation. The subject Area .of Participation includes
v
verbal participation in both small group and class'discussion. Points for all written, oral and art assignments are listed under the Oral - Visual - Written sectiOn. Votinglidints are granted to individuals who'
actually take part in reaching a class decision by voting. Cooperation points are given to those students
who listen to otherSrespectfully, follow instuctions, and generally cooperate in all class activities.
Specifie.ways for granting points in the .Participation and Oral-Visual-Written categories are
-,
_suggested in Student Commenf No. Tg, 6, I9, pages 24, 40, and Teacher Comment No. 3, Dage_9.7.
i
Means for measuring. other areas should be devised by the teachers,

tive.

.

Student performance can be evaluated on more than written tests, 'even though these have their
graphs), creaplace. Additional areas in which evaluation may.tike plate include visual (postEr, charts,
tion, participation in small group and class discussions, oral reports, and general cooperation.
One suggested method of evalukting these and other areas is through a`point system in 'which a
higher number of points reflects higher quality. A point scale is established for each area being judged,
points. are granted either by students or teacher-for an individual's performance and each student records
..
Individual
Point
Sheet
(I.
P'S.)
This
record
cordd
take
the
form
of
an
his own accumulation of points.
shown on the next page:
Point Sheets are kept for one week at a time by the student who totals his points and then turns
them in to the teacher. At the end of a standard grading period, all I. P. S.4otals are added and-the teacher
converts them into a grade.
Categories, other than the ones on the sample I. P. S., may be added at the teacher's discretion.
Be creative and awavi your students for,the good they do. Accentuate the positive And eliminate the nega-
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(31tcv The Board Recorder - Re.sponsibilities
N
students
so
that.tlie
Desk
A. RecordS pertinent inform'ation'ori 'Chalkboard as directed by
Recbrder can make a copy of the information for? the class jog.

a Does not express an opinion.

.

'7

A

Most of the time
technique inthe classroom. most
Large Croup Discussion is probably. the'most..used
.
.
this is teacher centered or directed. However-, it is possible fOr La<*ge Group Dicussion to be student
centered or directed; therefore, leavingt the teacher free to be a listener and evaluator . of the -.. iscussion.
The room should be arranged so that the students generally face _each other and can easily see
the chalkbaord. Tables, if available, instead of the traditional desks, enhance tfie Large Group Dicussion.
(1) Moderator, (2) Board Recorder, (3) Desk
Students assume the three following .positions:
4
...,, :.
two, or all three, not
Recorder. 'These positions are all volubtary and students may choose to be one,
.
and students may sign
each
position
may
be
passed
around-the
room,
all atonce. A sheet of, paper for
up for any, all, or none of these. When any, position is needed the teacher can just pick. one student, .
starting.at the top of the list. Moderator and Board Recorder sere one class period and the Desk Re- .
corder serves throughout the entire Inquiry QueatiOn., These Positions are excellent forethose quiet,
..
shy students who hesitate to express their opinions in a large group. A teacher should award extra par,ticipation points to those students who volunteer for these'positiOns.
7
The Moderator - Responsibilities:, 1
(1)
..-..........,
. ,
A. Calls on students who wish to express themselires. .
1,
is quiet cooperation
B. Continues to call. on. students Who wish to speak as long as these
,
1,
.
of the remaining students.
.C. Maintains parliamentary proceduA: (Simple parlianientary pr,ocedure might be
gxplained,by.the teacher -point of order, call for qtiestion; Making a motion, etc.),

TEACHER COMMENT NO. 2 :
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0

to previous records.
of each class meeting.
C. Places previous day's work on chalkboard at the beginning
(Keeps class log)
D.' Records information on ditto at the conclusionp*,of the Inquir Question for distribution to members of the class.
if the teacher lets it be
This Large Group Discussion technique can be used successfully
opiniOn, ..even,if.called upOn by the
student directed. Teachers should not interfere or express a
problems,. and/A act as guide and not the dole authority
students. Allow them to work out their own
students get too far off the
or intellectual in the room. Offer suggestions sparingly and only if,the
fife stud(pitsat the
subject'and just can't get back..t he business at hand. The teacher shduld sit with
and refrain from. conversing
tables and not at the traditional teacher'S desk. .Change positionsoften
Remeinber the teacher is a
with, students because you need to listen to everything that is being said.
fountain'of.inforrnation'frorn which-the students must drink
listener and an evaluator and not the only
4.
to quench their thirst.

(3)

B.

May express opinions when re-..agnized by the Moderator.
The Desk Recorder - Responsibilities
A. Records information exactly as it appears on the chalkboard.
Acts as secretary when arguments occur ever previou.s material by referring back'

.

:

Large Group Discussion

'Evaluation

If

vt

3.

1.

Fred Frog

Sam Sunshine
2. Mary Mushroom

NAME

9
3,-3, .2, 1
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8

13

.

TOTA

1, 5, 2

4,3,4,2

POINTS

Evaluation Sheet for .Large Group Discuss'on

and recorded in the approSeparate points should be given for each comment' made by a s udent
.
priate column in the sample Evaluation Sheet for Large Group Dfscus ion below:

1 point-poor

3 pbints-average
2 points-below average

5 -points-excellent
4 :points-above average

c.

Relevance of student's remarks to subject under consideration.
,
d. Clarity of expression and presentation by student.
,Based on the fouur considerations above, points should be awar ed on a five point racing scale:

by student

The following checklist is offered as an example'oI a devide which may be used to lend a degree
of objectivity to evaluating student ,participation in class discussions. The teacher may involve students
in the evaluative process by devising a-iotatidn sy tem whereby two or three students would evaluate class
members during class discussion periods..
When evaluating studpnt comments in class discussion consider the fplioWing. items:
a. Quantity of student contribution. - --.
--.
.
and/or
innovative
thinking
remarks as these indicate knowle e of topic, critical
b. Content of tudent's
.
.

TEACHER COMMENT NO. 3
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Small Group Discussion's

Explanation

,

'love.

I

I

Self trouping *"1
.,.
a. Arrange fruniture prior to class meeting for desired.number of gro4ps..

.

.
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1

1

I.

I

-

.

b.. Choice of location selected by student upon entering the room.
.4. Captain-selection
1
a. counts off and selects desire'd.npmber. such as every tenth person'filom the rollbook. Student
,
has choice of being or not being a captain.
.
b. 'Continue this until the desired number of captains, have been .obtained.
c. Position captains at,various stations in the room, as selection is being ade.
4had accepted the
d. Select team members by ,captains, each 'takes his or her turn as th.efea
i
.
regponsibility.
...Th
e: Continue until all members of thefclass are on a team.

3.

Same as #1 b.

Put in a box the desired sets of numbers.
d. Students Will draw from the box a numbered slip of paper which willidetermine their group.

.c.

b.

I

Small Group
Discussion is an effective method used to develop communication, cooperation, self..
expression; leadership, creativity,. interaction and sharing of ideas aid knowledge. These technicjiles'are
successful with students in most learning situations.
1. Counting-off
a. Decide the number of groups reeded.4+,
b. Suggest four to six.members in each group.
c. Start count anywhere inthe room with. #1 and go to desi ed number (4-5-6).
cl. Continue counting off until all students are members of a group.
2.- Drawing numbers
,
..
-a. Same as. -#1 a. above.

TEACHER COMMENT NO. 4:.
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Tie purpose of these.tehcniqu'es is to develop a student-centered classroom' rather than a
teacher-directed classroom Through these small group discussions, students feel freer to express
benefitsthemselves and some develop leadership .skills which arse not present -in large groups. .Other
,
just the same group
are that students learn to world or cooperate witta variety of their peers and not
solve. It is imperaall the time. Most students learn to cope with a new_sitljation and/or problem to
problems. Teachers should allow
tive that a teacher strive to allow studehts to solve their own group
students in smallgroups to elect their leadership except in #4 (Captain-selection).
they
Many teachers refuse to incorporate Srhall Grqup Discussions in the classroom bedause
and observe all the activity, but
lacka,satisfactory evaluation prOcedure. Of course, teachers can hear
Why bother--allow
comes the old question, "How do I decide if -they're doing wh4t I want them to
accomplished
the students to evaluate themselves and their grdup. Who knows better what thegroup has
adeqtately sit-in on all the small grotipsit
than the group itself, and not the teacher. A teacher cannot
.
SC # 6, page 26,
discussions and properly evaluate them. Therefore, given one of the ,evaluation forms' in
the 'students solve the teacher's frustration by evaluating their 'peers.

,

I.
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AV.

Visuals Evaluation.
Allow volunteer students to meet after school, or if possible, during clas' time and evaluate
i
.
posters, collages, and other visuals. Students should decide on their am evaluation procedures. One
,
such procedure is suggested in SC#1,9, Oge 40. Points should be awardedto menibers of the student
evaluation committee by the. teacher an recorded on Their Individual Point Sheet,

TEACHER COMMENT NO 5:
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Origin of Unattached. Bars

'

Of.

AI%

Company, New York, 1969,,, pp. 312.
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Namowitz, Samuel and Donald B. Stone, Earth Science: The World We Live In, American Book

RESOURCE:

.

An offshore bar piotects the shallow water on its landward-side frci'm winds and waves. This
area of quiet water between the bar and the mainland is a lagoon. Lagoons may becOme salt mashes
through filling with sedietnent and growth of vegetation.

An offshore bar or barrier beach is a sand bar that runs parallel to a straight shoreline andis
nowhere attached to it. Offshor, oars are common.wherever straight Oorelineslwith ge4tly sloping
sea floors are found.
The origin of offshore ba's is not certain. Geologist's think that at least some offshore bars
may have been formed wilen large spits were separated froin the mainland by storms or by a rise of
sea level after the Ice Age. Until- recently another theory was most in favOr. This theory ho'lds that
onshore bars are long piles of sand scooped up in the zone of aFel-.kers by the-scraping action of the
breaking waves on smooth, sandy sea bottoms. Shore'currents may also bring sand to help build the
bar. Whdi# a bar grows to sea level, its surface may be raised still higher by wind and waves,
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is designed. to take 3 or 4 class periods. The exercise on agar digesters
BACKGROUND: Thisexercise
.
,
to 5 days + 1 day.
and luminescent bactez la can be run concurrently by extending the!
r>fi\each,
It is advisable to have the required media, prepared ahead of time in tubes containing 5
in. test tubes 'with a'tofnoxiautoclaved and stored in the.,refrigerator until needed. " If the media are stored
znately 5 ml per tub,-:, the student can melt a tube of agar and pour the rrequired petri dish, medicine'botkle,
v
saves time when- ea-eh- student or team of students does
or rake an agar slant.. In addition; ehis.procedUre
..--not have to-prepare his own media.
sand
at the low tide line approximately 2 cm deep
Make a trip to the beach and remove an area of
\
.
and 30 cm square.
.Place the sand in a bucket and return to Pie laborary.
....little or no
.
A cleierte'd beach appears to be a relativelSi sterile area, dev?id of life and offering
_...
protection or nutrition. If we examine the beach more closely, we wotld besurpilsed at the abundance of
.
life forms that exist.
_Many.of the life forms are microscopic 'bac-feria; yeasts .and nolds. A great many of these forms
,
invdstigatio. we should realize what every time
are attached to grains of sand or its of shell On-further
out f the be9h sands.
are
the tide changes some rganisms are added and s'me
-
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2%

so.

sterilesea water

Marine mold agar iMeduim
.1 liter. sterile sea wate4.

20 grams agar
23 grams dpxtrose
1 gram Sol -'1 -Pro or equivalent protein
1 gram yeast extiact,
100 ml chloromydefin or terramycin

1 Mei-

Marine yeast agar -mdchiim

10 grains peptone
15 grams agar

Marine bacteria agar medium
steriler-sea water

Steiuile sea 'water ,
InOckilation loop or, sterile "Q- tips"
Gre'ase pencil
-

Crystal violet stain

Compound- microscope

12 petri dishes of 3 oz. medicine bottles
-Bensen burner Or alcohol burner
12 slides and cover slips

MATERIALS:
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4

4.
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PURPOSE: To ascertain the presence of bacteris, molds, and yeas -in-beach sand.

as

4

5'

..,.

,

;.,

,

Preparea miniii

2.

'.-

tt

o

104.

Add 1/3 tube of the sand sample 'to 1/3 tube of sterile' sea mr ter; stopper and agitate throughly.

s

.5

a hurried jerking motion. Allow the medium to harden.

'1.

of 3 petri;dishes or midicine bottles of each.type of medium by he' method
t
thL
desired medium, the tube should be held in the right hand illustrated. After Melting a test tube of
enough to allow the mouth
The lid should be opened only
,
with the pecri dish lid opened by the left haind.
.
/ =.
S possible
of the tube to 15;e-iii-Sert ed.and its contentS.emptied into the petri dish and then clos...ed as rapidly'
toprevent contamination..--The entire piocesS should be cairied out in a smooth flowing motion ratherthan

PROCEDURE:

,i

A

17 grains agar
i gram' yeast extract
I
10 grams deXtroSe
100 ml chlormycetin, terraiiiycin, or pencillin
prepare the media, the water should. be. brought to a simmer, then the agar and bother ingredients
added and stirred until they diSsolVe.

C

y
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had

immediately and the inoculation lOop flamed.
5. The inoculation loop should be passed through a
flame before and after each..0 se. The mouth of a test tube is
to be flamed before and aft r each opending of the tube and the
tube held at a downward angle, when Gen to preVent contamination from 41r currents.
next
6. The dishes of inoculated agar plates are to be kept in a warm,
4 days, preferably In an incubator with a dish of water to provide humidity.
in the,16g:: (a) number of
7. The following observations are to be made each day and recorded
From
coloxeies present, (b) color; shape, and size of each colony, and (c) growth pattern for each colopy.
ix with a
each type of growth'`on each plate, remove a sample .of the colony with the inoculation loop and rr
and high pow.drop of sterile Sea water on a clean slide. Cover with a cover glass and observe under both low
er of the microscope.
2% crystalviolet by the following
8. After the initial observationS- each tide is to be stained with
until dry with
method: (a) remove the cover slip; (h) pass th'e slide gently through a flame 3 or4 times or
slide with 2 or -3 drops of the
the set side up; (c) when the slide cools to room_temperature, cover the
stain; (d) allow -the stain to.remain on the slide for 30 seconds, then, pour pff the excess;(e) the slide
should now be rinsed in a beaker of clean water by .immersing gently; (f) the water left on the slide is

3.' Permit the sand to settle in the tube, -Ten dedant 1 ml of the liquid into a sterile tub fpr use.
from each type of agar.
4. Using the ino'Culaticai loop or "-tip", str-e-alclwo of the Ahree Petri
t e inoculaas illustrated (one dish from each group is to be kept as .a control). Begin at position "a" with
ting loop and lightly draw the loop across the agar surface in the
illustrated' pattern; being careful not to break the surface of tile
agar. On finishing at position "b" the plate should be closed

'

CP

tra

O

e,

........_
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removed by blotting gently with a paper towel.
--_.
9. The slides are now ready for observation under the microscope.
Identify each according. to the media it
10. List and sketch the organisms observed at this. time.
was grown on.

Mr.

1SC#10, p. 31)

Picture No.

'Location

Change/Cause,
a,

Changes in Brevard Beaches Between1966 and 1973, and .Probable
Causes

3(SC# 11 .P.32 )
4(SC# 11 p. 32)

5(SC# 12 p. 33)

14

15

2(SC#10 p. 31)..-

13

12

l(SC#10, p.31 )

11

.P

Picture No.

Slide No.

locations in 1973.

.
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Change/Cause
Beach is cleaner with little or
no visable erosion
Less slope to beach in 1973, due
to natural erosion
Beagh has 1e'ss of a drop off-in 1973,
Fisher Park,
due to natural, erosion
Cocoa Beach
Less slope or drop off in 1973, due
Cocoa Beachto natural erosion
East end of Minute-:
man Causeway
Less sand.alohg bulkhead in 1973, be-..
Officers' Club
cause there is no sand above the manPatrick'Air
made bulkhead to wash down and repla:ce
-Force Base
eroded sand.
Location
South Side of
Canaveral Harbor
City of Cape
Canaveral

Listed below are some changes and probable causes for these changes which have taken place
along Brevard County's beaches between 1966 and 1973. The pictures in Studeht Comment No. 's 10-14 ,
pages 31-35, depict the 1966 conditions in elected beach-sites, while ,slides 11-\20 illustratethe same

Slide No.
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20

19

t

7(SC# 113 p. 34)

17

col

10(SCIf 14 p. 35)

too

9(SC# 14 p. 35)

,

8(SC# 13 p.34)

6(§C# 12 p.33 )

16

Satellite -Beach
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Beach

5 miles south
of Melbourne

/

Melbourne Beach

5 th Avenue Beach

Indialan' tic

L.-

to natural causes.

Shows active brosion from 1966 to 1973,
Caused by man building tog close to
water
Erosion between 1966 and 1973, due

tween 1966 and 1973.

Shows an approximate thr e foot,
di-op froin man -made boa dwalk be-

No eviden Clialige

Patrick Air
Force Base

Sand Riper Towers

Since marl built this dt le -in 1966,
from si/id excavated fo the NCO
ture has erode the dune,
Club,
leaving considerable/ drqp off.

NCO Club

I --

011

7

II

i

i'

1

and si.bmits :s Report

Distr.ct Engineer moires Study

Cnief of Engineers assigns Study
to D...slon Eng.neer and
Distr.ct Engineer

esolulion

IPuo".c Works C>mmitte of

Sericite or House posses

-

I

I

I

requests Survey Authorization

include fovorobla Projects in
R & H Bill for Congressionol.oction

re
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......

i

IBwrirou of the Budget reviews Report.
Secretary of the Army subm.ts Repot to Congress i

ond Stott, ogoncies.

Chief of Engineers coordinates with federal

c

v.hen rederel and local funds
ors avoiloble

Distrio Engineer construOs Pr6yeLls

Public Works Committees

A

.----i,....L..,......
Division Engineer R 8. H Board review Report.

- (Time Span 5-8 years)

U. S Senator or Reprosontotivie

S.

Local Agency requests Project

Control Projects

TEACHER COMMENT,NO. 9: U,S. Corps of Engineers' Procedures foReguiar )3/each Erosion

